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at least it is carried on. It has been of the
utmost value to the State in years gone by. It
it a truism to say that we have relied upon it
an past years. There is no doubt in my

mind that in the post-war period we shall
be looking to it as the solution of some
of the problems which we will then have
to face. I support the motion.

On motion by Hon. Gr. W. M1iles, debate
adjourned.

House adjourned at 5.37 p.m.,
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 11 axiup
and read pirayers.

QUESTION-AGRICULTURAL BANK.

Deninark and Walpole Districts.

Air. HILL asked the 'Minister for Lands:
1, What is the total anotut of interest to!-
leeted annually by the Agricultural Bank in
the Denmark and Walpole distriets? 2, What
is the cost of the administration of the Agri-
cultural Bank in the above districts?

The MINISTER FOR LANDS replied: 1,
Principal owing by clients in the Denmark
and Walpole districts is g243,4:90. Interest
collected for the year ended the 30th June,
1941, was £C9,267. 2, Salaries and expenses
amounted to £3,94.

QUESTION-MINE WORKERS'
RELIEF ACT.

As to Pensions.

Mr. MARSHALL (without notice) asked
the Minister for Mlines: Has any attention
been given to the Coal Miners and Ofl Shale

Mfint. Workers' Pensions Act of New South
Wales, with a view to embodying some of
that Act's provisions in the Mine Workers'
Relief Act of Western Australia7

The M1INISTER. FOR 'MINES replied:
That is now before Cabinet.

QUESTioN-rIREWOOD SUPPLIES.

MAr. RiAPHAEL. (without notice) asked
the Mlinister for Industrial JDevelopment:
Has the (Iovernwnnt given any consideration
to the Suggestion I wnade about live weeks
ago that interned foreigners should c ut fire-
wood so that soldiers' wives could cook food
for theji' kiddies during thle winter moathsT

The M1INISTER FOR INI)ISTRTAL
1)EVELOPI[ENT replied: Some considera-
tion has been given to tile suggestion. A
eonferenlee inl Conneclion with thle piroblem
or' firewood shortage is being hield today.

MOTION-STANDING ORDERS
SUSPENSION.

THE PREMIER (Hon. J. C. Willeock-
Oeraldton) [11.5]: I move--

That Standing Order No. 211 be suspended
to enable motions dealing with (a) uniform
taxation inl Australia, and (b) the lposition of
the golihniniug industry in Western Australia,
to be moved at this sitting.

IVr. SPEAKER: I have counted the House
aud. assured myself that there is an absolute
majority of members present. T declare the
question duly passed.

Qu1estionl thung passed.

MOTION-UNIFORM TAXATION.

.1s to Protest by State Parliament.

The PREMIER IfHon. J. C. Wtillcock-
Oeralton) [11.71: 1 move--

'i'Ih:t this House expresses its strongest op-
position to what are known us the uniform
taxation proposals. These proposals would
doprive the States of their constitutional
p~ower to levy income tax and thus seriously
impair the exercise of functions entrusted to
them under the Constitution for the welfare of
the people. They would effect a fundamental
chan lge in the Constitution of Australia in an
a ademoeratic manner without reference to the
people, and would violate the rights of the
States and people. It hs not been shown that
the proposals are essential for the war effort,
and it is the opinion of this Houtse that they
s hould itot he put into effect.
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I want, at the outset, to make it quite clear
that mny objection to the proposals of the
Commonwealth, regarding what is known as
uniform taxation, is not as to the details of
the scheme. These have not been discussed,
but in the main they are reasonable from the
standpoint of Western Australia.

Hon. N. Keenan: I thought you said they
were propaganda?

The PREM[IER: So I did. So they arc,
too! The details of the propositions, train
the standpoint of the State, are not unfair;,
it is the principle that is being abrogated,
and that is the point to which I ask the
House to address itself. 'My opposition is
to the principle which, in effect, is that the
Commonwealth is taking away from the
people of Western Australia the right to
manage their own affairs and to raise finance
to meet the obligations of social services and
governmental activity generally; in short,
the right to govern ourselves in our own
way. Members are aware, as I am, that
there are many axiomatic phrases, with
which we are familiar, such as "Government
is finance and finance is Government," and
Deakin's phrase when, nearly 40 years ago
he foresaw the present position arising, he
said, "The power of the purse is the power
of the Government." Almost from the in-
ception of the Federation there has been a
constant and a steady desire by Governments
of all types of politics to gain more power
than was intended by the States in joining-
together in the Federation.

It was expected that consequent on a pro-
tectionist policy being adopted revenue from
customs and excise would be more than suf-
ficient for the Commonwealth to carry out
its functions, and it was expected, and pro-
vided for in the Constitution, that this sur-
plus of revenue would be returned to the
States so that they would be able to carry
on. The States surrendered their rights to
duties against other States, knowing that,
as a result, these revenues would shrink. It
was expected that the big surplus of customs
and excise revenue would he distributed
amongst the States.

Hon. 0. 0. Latham: That did not last
long.

The PREMIER: It lasted seven or eight
years or more. The surplus revenue was
then withheld from the States and replaced
by what is known as per capita payments,
which were much less per head than the
original distribution of surplus revenue.

The per capita payments. were then abol-
ished and, uinder duress, as the Premier of'
the day (Mr. Collier) described it, a fixed
sum was substituted, which was not to be
increased no matter how much the popula-
tion increased. The only extra contribution
was that a proportion of the sinking fund on
the public debt was payable by the Com-
monwealth. Accompanying the Financial
Agreement, as this was termed, was the for-
mnation of the Loan Council, which the Com-
monwealth to a certain extent dominates
and which in practice limits the amounts the
States can borrow.

The effect of the latest proposals would
be to limit the amount the States can re-
ceive as revenue. We are, therefore, to a
very large extent, in the hands of the Com-
monwealth both as regards loan funds and
revenue funds. As I have said, the control
of finance is the control of government and
so, if these proposals are forced upon us,
we will practically lose all semblance of the
powers of government. We are, in fact, to
be treated worse than municipalities and
road boards, which still have authority to
raise finance under their own powers in their
own way for the welfare of the communities.
they represent. Thus even the power that
we have delegated to municipalities and
road hoards is to be taken from the State'
by the Commonwealth.

I am not actuated by animosity or hos-
tility to the present Labour Government of'
the Commonwealth. A Government com-
posed of opposite political principles only
a few months ago sought to introduce a
similar curtailment of State powers in a
somewhat different manner, but with the
same principle of denying the right of the
States to the powers of taxation which they
have had since Responsible Government was
first granited to us. it is symptomatic of,
the trend of Federal domination over the
States that both political parties within a
few months bring in proposals with the
same principle underlying them. Actually,
the State Government has the greatest ad-
miration for the present Commonwealth
Government in the way it has handled the
serious position with which it has been
faced. It is well within the memory of all
of us that, when it assumed office, there was
complete dissatisfaction throughout Austra-
lia with the nation's war effort and with the
manner in which things had been allowed
to drift. The present Commonwealth Goy-
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erment has breathed new life into the war
effort and has been responsible for a very
great improvement in the capacity of Aus-
tralia to defend itself and to strike hack at
the enemy.

In this !onnection, the Commonwealth
Government has been helped to a very great
-extent by the State Government. We have
never at any time failed to co-operate; in
fact, in many matters we have taken the
initiative and put forward suggestions. It
cannot, therefore, be inferred in any way
that our opposition to the uniform taxation
proposals indicates any lack of co-operation
in the war effort.

Mr. Thorn: And you have your duty to
this State.

The PREMIER: Yes. On the other
hand, the Commonwealth Government was
fully aware that the State Premiers were
unanimously opposed to the principle which
the Commonwealth calls uniform taxation,
but which we call "taking from the States
their right to tax." It was demonstrated
very clearly last year that the States could
not agree with this principle. If the Com-
monwealth wished to impose it and at the
-same time preserve national unity, it should
have called the Premiers together and asked
them what could be done to overcome the
dimeiulty. Instead of that, it appointed a
committe on which the States had no re-
presentation and before which the States
were not asked to submit any evidence or
views. The Commonwealth then proposed
to accept the report of this committee, and
intimated that the schemie would be put into
effect whether the States ared with it o
not. In my opinion that is not the best way
to secure co-operation and unity at the pre-
sent juncture. The fact that the State Pre-
-miers are unanimonsly opposed to the
scheme shows that a large body of opinion
in Australia will also he against it.

I noticed in the Press last week that the
Prime Minister had appealed to members of
his party not to embarrass the Government
in the dangerous stage of the war through
which we are passing. Presumably that
appeal was intended to be a hint to others,
including State Premiers, a hint to embrace
the uniform tax proposals. But co-operation
and consideration must not be all on the
one side. We cannot be expected to stand
idly by while the interests of the State are
sacrificed in a matter which is by no means
vital to the war effort.

The British Empire and its Allies are to-
day united for one great purpose-the win-
ning of the war, Within the British Empire,
Australia stands united for the same pur-
pose. The Commonwealth Government has
not had to seek the co-operation and assist-
ance of the States; this has been freely and
eagerly lproffered and exercised in every
possihle way at every possible time. While
there have been small differences of opinion,
these have been readily surmounted in the
common interests. But the proposals before
us today represent a major controversial
departure from the existing Constitution.
They are an attempt to effect a radical con-
situtional change under the guise of war-
timne emergency. They will provoke bitter
hostility and controversy, which cannot fail
to have a most detrimental effect upon the
harmony of the war effort,

It is not my desire to initiate a contro-
versy regarding the functions of Federal
and State Governments or the merits or de-
mnerits of unification, but there seemis to be
an impression abroad that the Common-
wealth Government is largely responsihle
for the social improvements made for the
people of this State. This is entirely er-
roneous. During 15 of the last 18 years,
there have been Labour Governments in
Western Australia, and these have been
very largely responsible for the high stand-
ard of our social services. The Common-
wealth Grants Commission maintains that
social conditions in Western Australia are
superior to those of other States. Each year
that Commission imposes upon us at very
serious penalty in the nature of £100,000
because it considers that we provide social
services on a scale higher than that of all
the other States. If the present uniform
taxation proposals were adopted, it would
mean that we would lose all control of our
revenue, and therefore we would lose our
right to fix our own expenditure on social
services.

Mr. Warner: it would mnean unification.

The PRflIIER: The result would inevit-
ably he that our standards would slip hack.
Each -step towards unification helps to bring
us back to the level of the other States in
the social field. For instance, if there were
no State basic wage, workers of Western
Australia would be very much worse off.
For many years our basic wage has been
the higzhest or practically the highest in Aus-
tratlia. It has been very considerahly higher
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than the Federat, basic wage declared for
W~estern Australia. Today, while our State
basie wage is practically the highest in
Auistralia, the basic wage declared for West-
ern Australia by the Federal Court is the
]owe't,

lion. C. 0I. Lathamt: You are only doing
HW what we suggested long ago.

The PREMIER: The State Arbitration
Court confers nmailv benelits upon the people
,of We,tern Australia. These would be lost
to us ulnder1 tile Federal Court. We are also
very dissatisfied as a State GAovernment with.
the lack of consideration given by the Coin-
mnwealth Government to our claims for
mnunition and other secondary industries. It
i'ill he remnenmbered that a committee, of
whichl tile aresent Prime 'Minister was a
meniber, =as appointed last year to consider
this; question. That committee made certain
imaportanat recoimmnaitions, among which
was theu appointument of the Western Aus-
tralian Iindustries Expansion Coin iission. It
was hoperd tth--el iings would result
for thle State fromn the appointment of this
conslluv-On. Instead, we have received fromi
11wv ('ommonwealth Governmient a list of the
various reeoaunaations put forward and
the way in whith they have been disposed
of. Practically all of them have been side-
tracked in a typically departmental manner.
Very' few hare been adopted, despite our
persistent efforts. The great difference be-
tween the recommendation of the committee
and the commission as appointed is that the
commission is now only an advisory, instead
of an executive body. It was thought that it
would be an executive body with certain
powers, so that it could make decisions and
proceed with necessar~y work; but everything
now nirst first be suibmitted to thle Coin-
anonwesith Government. We find that the
commistsion is a great departure from what
was originally intended, and that has been
a tremendous disappointment to me.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: Hear, hear!
Hon. C. G. Latham: There has been a

change of Government since then. Don't
forget tiiat!

The PREMIER: Yes. As I said, that has
been a tremendous disappointment to me
personally as well as to the Government, and
no doubt to all members. The Common-
wealth. Government's doctrine referred to is
a masterpiece of evasive action and depart-
mental pigeonholing. It abounds in such
phrases as, "The views of the committee

have been communicated to the Department
of Commerce,' 'The assurance of the De-
partment of Munitions was noted that the
resources of West1ern Australia will not be
overlooked if it is at all practicable to utilise
themn." It can w-(ll be seen whalt fatel xVoLld
awagit uis if we wvere to place ourselves en-
tirely in the hands of the Commonwealth
Governalent. That perhaps is not the fault
of the Commonwealth Government itself, but
rather is it due to the influence of Conm-
aaioatai -tth (lovernminent deliartalients andtile
knowledge Wvhich they lpossess of activities
being carried onl ini such places4 as Sydney,
M1elbourne, or even Ballarat. Tlaose Comn-
rnonwealth public servants, however, have
not a conmplete' knowledge of what can be
doneicnu Western Australia in reg~ard to thle
manumfacture of munitions. Those olers
seem to think that we hauve but few technival.
advisers and technieia as and conasequntly
that it would be difficult to execute that work
in this State. I have no doubt that the pre-
sent anad past5 Conmmnawealth (I overrirants
were snevre in their desire to bring about
decentralisation of thle war effort through-
out Australia.

From what I know of thle actions of 'Mimn-
isters in the present and] the preceding Comn-
monwealth Governments, they have endea-
voured to bring sbout deentralisation; but
they havixe been thw arted by departmnental
circumlocution. They have had various
specious reason-; advanced to them, with the
result that their genuine efforts to bring,
about decentralisation have not proved ef-
fective. I am not indulging in carping
criticism of thle OCirtin, Menzies or Fadden
Grovernments, but I do say that thle mem-
bers of those Governments could not be ex-
pected to deal with all these various diffiult
matters. They have had to depend upon thme
advice of departmental officers, and that ad-
vice has been disadvanmtageous to Western
Australia. In the circumstances, that is but
natural, when ont, considers OLLr isolation.

The outstanding objection to the Com-
monwealth proposal for the institution of a
uiniform tax is one of principle. It must
be recognised that the right to tax is funda-
mental to the right to govern; and that if
the States forgo their right to tax they cease
to be able to function as governing bodies.
The State would suffer all the disabilities
of unification without enjoying any of the
benefits. When Federation was instituted,
the rights amid ohligations9 of the Common-
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wealth and the States were clearly defined;
and though, as I have said, the experience
of the past 41 years has been one of almost
conltinutous whittling away of State rights,
the States have been able to function more
or less adequately as members of the Fede-
ration. But if this present proposal is
adopted the States, as States, will cease to
exist; they will be no more than departments
of the ('olmon wealth Public Service. The
outlook for a State like Western Australia,
in these circumstances, would be nothing short
of tragic. With the clash betweein our in-
terests and those of the wealthier Eastern
States, what chance would we have of sur-
vival?

I told a Premiers' Conference, which met
last June to consider a somewhat similar
]Moposal. that there exists in Western Aus-
tralia a dormant hostility to the exploitation
of Western Australia by Eastern States in-
terests; and though my Government over
the past nine years has effectively silenced
any real desire to sever the ties that bind
us to the Commonwealth, nothing would he
more likely to amouse afresh this hostility
than the suggestion that we should lose our
right to manage our own affairs. I was
a young man when the Fedleral Convention
met. Federation was then looked] upon as a
joining together of the States in partner-
ship for the purpose of carrying out various
functions, sonie of which were to be handed
over to the Federal Government, such as de-
fence, post office, quarantine, and so on. It
was never envisaged, however, that the Fede-
ral Giovernment would] be the dominant part-
ner and that it would seek to impose its wvill
on the States in all matters of policy. But
that has been the trend of various Coin-
monwealth Governments, whether Labour,
National, Country Party or U.A.P.

No matter what the political principles
of the various Commonwealth Governments
happened to be, they were absolutely unani-
Ins in their desire to extend the power
of the Commonwealth at the expense of the
States; they have persistently and consis-
tently brought forward proposals designed
to have that effect. When the original part-
nership of the Federation was evolved, there
would have been no possible hope of the
peoples of the States agreeing to the pro-
posals if anything like the present position
had been envisaged. I do not think West-
ern Australia would have agreed to them.
This State held two referendums before it

agreed to enter into Federation ; but it would
not have so magreed had it thought that in
the last 40) years-a comparatively short
time-the p~resent situation would have
arisen. I cast my vote in favour of Federa-
tion; it was the first occasion on which I
exercised the franchise, but I had not the
slightest idea that Federa tion would wvork
out in the way it (lid.

A definite constitutional contract was enI-
tered into, with the right of free peoples
to alter it in a democratic wvay. Instead,
many things have been forced on the States
under absolute duress. The invariable prac-
tice of Commonwealth Governments, of
whatever political principles, has been to
whittle away the autonomy of the States and
extend the powers of the Commonwealth,
without any alteration to the Constitution.
We thought in our ignorance, or our unso-
phistication that whenever there was to he
a change it would be effected in the manner
set out in the Constitution; but big and im-
portant changes have been introduced by
various subterfuges, and the whole effect
has been to exalt the powers of the Com-
monwealth flovernment at the expeuse of the
States. A significant fact is that whenever
an alteration of the Constitution has been
suggested to the people of Australia, almost
invariably-I think with only one exception
-they have expressed the opinion that the
Commonwealth Constitution should remain
as it is. I think the anmenduienit regarding
the Financial Agreement was the only' one
which was paqsed, and that was because
under duress the States agreed to recommend
to the people the passing of that amendiuent.

The present proposals constitute an altera-
tion of the Federal Constitution and a dras-
tic alteration of the Constitutions of the
States. We cannot get away from that fact.
The opinion of the people of Australia, ex-
pressed at the time the Constitution was
framed, was that before alterations were
made the people should agree to them, but
we have been given no opportunity to agree
to these proposals. This systemn is going to
be forced on us unless the Commonwealth
Parliament reviews the whole piosition. I
have no faith in the protestations that these
piroposals are for the durationi of the war
only. T do not doubt the sincerity of the
present Government. I think the members
of that Government nmcan what they say,
but they cannot bind the future. All our
experience shows that, once@ having surren-
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dared a power or a principle, the States
tiever have it returned.

Take the question of income tax, for in-
stance! Income tax for Commonwealth pur-
poses was imposed for the duration of the
last war only, but it has never been removed.
Solemn promises were made that it would
be abolished when the first world war ended.
'We were told that the needs of the Comn-
inonwealth iii regard to war finance were
great and that more revenue was needed,
but that we could rest absolutely assnred
that the Commonwealth Glovernment had in-
vaded this field of taxation for the dura-
tion of the war only and that immediately
the conflict was over, and the need for war
finance bad v-anished, the ComnmonwAealIth
Government would vacate this field of tami-
tion which would be restored to the States.

'Mr. Hughes: It will be wanted for post-
war reconstruction.

The PREMIER: All ,orts of excuses
could be made. That is one instance of a
right being, taken by the Commonwealth and
not restored. I have no doubt that the Corn-
snonweaith flovernmeut of that day was sin-
cere in its protestation. I consider that the
present Government is also sincere, but the
inexorable march of events is such that with
all its sincerity and anxiety the Government
will find that financial considerations make
it impossible to give effect to promises marde.

Mr. North: Would you favour a Federal
Convention for the purpose of overhauling
the Constitution?

The PREIE FR : Not at the present stage.
Our .job is to concentrate onl a united ef-
fort to win the war. I do not think that we
should tackle controversial subjects at con-
ventions or in any.% other way. We have one
big job and we should concentrate our at-
tention onl that p~articular job, wvhich is tre-
nmendouisly iniportant. I am not in favour
of conventions or anything else of that kind(
at present. They would disturb the unity
of the people. We hare attained a large
mneasure of national unity in Australia, bet-
ter than was secured during the last wvar,
and nothing should be thrown into the arena
to disturb that unity of which I think every
Australian is proud.

11r. Berry n , oes that mean that we must
accept the proposals?

The PIREMrER:- No. But in reply to the
suggestion of the member for Claremont
(11r. North) that a convention might be
held, I a-,trt that I do not want any con-

vention or any time-wasting effort of any
kind that would distract us from the task
of conducting the war to a satisfactory conL-
elusion. All our many experiences demon-
strate that it is impossible to regain any
power or right surrendered to the Common-
wealth or taken by the Commonwealth under
specious promises. After the Financial
Agreement, the smaller States found them.
seches in such a hazardous position that
grants had to be made to them so that they
could maintain some semblance of solvency.
They have had to tax their citizens on at
least a higher rate than the other States of
the Commonwealth in order to qualify for
portion of the grant. We were told that
under Federation the stronger States wrould
help their needy sisters, but instead of that
the position is gettingr steadily worse.

Gold, our main industry, wvas singlted out
for heavy taxation onl production, a unique
principle applied with dire effect only to this
industry. Our wheat production was sub-
ject to compulsory reduction on a different
and much more drastic basis than that apl-
plied to the other States. Instead of our
State falling into line with the rest of Aus-
tralia. and increasing industrial production
actually, in contradistinction to the other
States, our factory personnel is only being
nmaintained, if not actually being reduced,
in a period of the greatest industrial exN-
pansion in the history of Australia.

Mr. Berry: Why pay Federal taxation at
all?

The PREMIER: Is this to he all the re-
ward for Western Australia's great war ef-
fort?9 We have made the maximum propor-
tionate contribution to war savings certifi-
cates with the exception of the ultra-wealthy
State of Victoria. Our enlistments have been
used to mnake good deficiencies and slackness
of recruiting in other States. We wake the
sacrifices; other States get all the benefits.
Now the right to tax ourselves, which we
want to use in our endeavour to expand in.
dustrially is to be forcibly-that is the only
expression to use-taken from us. The im-
pression created onl the taxpayers of Au-
tralia by the publication of the tables set out
inl the report of the Committee is that the
vast majority will have less tax to
pay, but that is insidious propaganda,
particularly as the Commonwealth Coy-
ernument has not said that those rates are to
he adopted. Most people when they see
figures published in regard to taxation look
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down the list to discover how the proposals
affect them personally. If they find that
they have to pay £5, or even £1l, less, prin-
ciples are thrown away and they say, "This
will do me. This is all right." And they
agree to the proposal. The short view is
taken.

Mr. Patrick: There is no guarantee that
these proposals will he adopted.

The PREMIER: That is so. It is just a
suggestion of the committee published so
that people will get it into their wiinds that
they will have less taxation to pay, whereas
as a matter of fact the whole trend of the
proposition is that the Commonwealth Gov-
ernment shall have added taxing power, and
that people shall pay more in order that the
Commonwealth shall be able to prosecute
the wvar. I said at the conference that the
publication of these rates was a sugar-coated
pill designed to persuade people that they
would pay no hig-her taxation, whereas the
avowed object of the change is for the
States to get the same amounts and for the
Commonwealth to obtain a greatly increased
amount for war purposes. I do not quarrel
with that very much.

In reply to objections by the States, Mr.
Curtin said that the Commonwvealth was
spending two or three hundred millions of
Commonwealth money amongst the people
of Australia oil the wvar effort and that, in
effect, raised] the States' incomes. He also
said that all the profit that was mnade by
anyone out of the national effort should be
reserved to the Commonwealth for taxation
purposes and] carrying on the war. I do
not disagree with that, but even more than
that will be raised hy increased taxation.
People who have swallowed the sugar-coated
pill that they will have to pay less taxation
will wake up to find that they have to pay
more.

During the depression in Western Aus-
tralia an anti-Labour Government, by direct
taxation, abrogated all the exemptions of
the Ineomne Tax Assessmnent Act, starting
taxationi without any statutory deduction,
with no deduction for children and with no
concessions. Only after six years of effort
have we just got back to equitable and scien-
tific principles, recognising domestic respon-
sibilities. We have got hack to a syse

which in effect gives social justice to people
so far as taxable capacity is concerned. A
Government of different political complexion,
however, might undo the work of years of

political effort iii our State. There is no
guarantee that the present Government will
be in office for long.- I hope that it will exist
for years, but my hopes are not of much value.
Stein inexorable facts may lead to a state
of affairs different from that which I hope
to see exist, and a Government of a differ-
cut political complexion may be in power
and decide to levy taxation on low incomes.
If that is done, such a Government must do
it on its own res$poiisibility, but I do not
want it to have the right in this State if the
people of Western Australia do not agree.

It has been said in our Parliament that
every citizen, no matter how small his in-
come, should pay some taxation so that lie
would realise the responsibilities of citizen-
ship. I do not agree and will not sanction
any alteration that would] allow any Cam-
mnonwvealth Government, perhaps even in ten
year's time, to impose that principle. We
have a very big State-about a million
square miles. We are forcibly reminded in
these times that our job was and is to
develop and populate it. The northern part
of this State has about half-a-million square
miles and 5,000 people in it. Its emptiness
is a menace to Australia. My experience,
particularly since the Financial Agreement
has operated, is that successive Common-
wealth Governments have always endeavoured
to limit the expenditure of loan funds by our
StLate. The Treasurer of this State has to
make a tremendous effort when attending the
Loan Council meetings to get even a measure
of jutice and to receive the necessary money
for the development of this State. It is a
tremendously hard battle to secure finance.
We cannot get loan money ver 'y easilyv, and
it is a par-ticularly difficult job to get it
now. Under this proposal we shall not be
able to get money even from revenue to
develop the Stlate.

The Commonwealth Government has the
right to determine the amount of what it
calls the compensation p)ayable to the States
for having surrendered their taxation powers-
The Commonwealth Government can give
whatever it likes. We have no say. It says
inferentially that the determination of comn-

pensation will be the task of somebody ap-
pointed for the purpose, preferably the
Grants Commission, which hats a knowledge
of the various States and their respective
capacities. If the compensation works out
detrimentally to some particular State that
State may, by petition to this particular
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body, be able perhaps to get a little more.
All it will be able to do, however, is to sub-
init a ease.

The effect of the Commonwealth proposal
is to limit our loan policy. It has always
been a difficult matter to obtain mocy from
loan funds, but if the people of this State
were determined to achieve industrial pro-
gress and were prepared to tax themselves
in order to provide the necessary funds, it
could not now be dlone. If they were pre-
pared to do as was done in Queensland
where a development tax imposed -some years
ago now returns to that State about £600,000
annually with which new industries may be
established, Western Australia, too, could
produce a somewhat similar aniount for the
establishment of industries here. Now, how-
ever, we have not the right to do so because
of the Commonwealth Government's deter-
mination. We are hamstrung, and tied hand
and foot. We shall have no hope of doing
anything if the proposals of the Federal
Government are adopted and put into effect.
If we are limited not only in respect of
lan expenditure but also regarding finance
necessary for the payment of our interest
charges, it puts a period to our efforts to
develop the State.

If the Commonwealth Government feels
that it is precluded from raising the maxi-
mumn amount of taxation for war purposes
because of the wide divergence, iii the rate,
of the States' taxes, surely some method
of overcomjing- the difficulty could have been
devised rather than to enforce the drastic
change now directed. As I understand the
po~itioii it is that of the six States four have
rates that are fairly comparable; only two
States-Queensland and Victoria-give in-
rlieation of a wide divergence in rates. Dur-
ing, the discussions at the conference table
I said that if the States had been asked to
et together to formulate sonmc scheme, it

would have been far better rather than to
have this pernicious principle forced upon
us. An alterna tive was to alter the Yates by
arrangement at the conference.

Although 1 might not have been in agree
meat with any' such (determnination that could
have been arrived at, T might have been pre-
pared to sink my priniciplcs in order to fall
into line with the best agreement possible,
so that the taxation imposed in the various
States would be as Dearly uniform as pos-
sible, thereby enabling- the Commonwealth to
superimpose whatever additional taxation

was necessary. 1 think something of that
sort could have been done. I think such
a procedure would probably have resulted in
succeess being achievcd, hut the States were
not asked for any suggestions nor were they
asked to give consideration to a scheme. First
the invitation was to go to Canberra but
this was later changed to Melbourne. The
States reccived the intimation: "Come to
Melbourne. I am going to tell you what you
have to do." That has been the attitude of
the Commronwvcalth Government. The Fede-
ral Treasurer did not ask us to furnish our
ideas on the p~roblemi wvith a view possibly
to modifying his attitude. The fact was
that beforc the conference was held, Caucus
hadt considered the matter and arrived at a
decision. We had the assurance that it did
not matter what the States thought or what
they might do; what Caucus had decided had
to be done.

Hon. C. V. Latham: The main thing was
to have the advantage of Caucus approval.

The PREMIER: I object to being called
to M1elbourne, to travel some thousands of
miles, only to be told something that could
just as easily have been indicated in a let-
ter. There was no shadow of consultation
about the matter at all. We were told, "You
have got to accept this; we are going to do
it. We shall be glad if you agree, but we
will take no notice of any point of disagree-
ment. We ar~e going ahead straight away."
That is no way of securingZ unanimity amnong
the people and] among Governments!

Hon. C. G. Lathami: It would provide
ririking evidence for production at a Privy
Council appeaml.

The PREMIER: Yes, but as a matter of
fact, the l'rivy Council has nothing to do
with suchi matters, which must be referred
to the High Court.

Hon. C. G. Latham: But there can be an
appeal.

The PREMIER: Without desiring to
utter remarks derogatory in any shape or
form to the Highb Court, I do know that
matters respecting which there have been
considerable doubts and which have been re-
ferred to the High Court by the Federal
0overnment, have always been resolved in
favour of the Commonwealth.

Hon. C. G. Lathanm: The States have not
secured any verdict.

The PREMIER: I do not wish to impugn
any member of the Federal High Court but
it is a fact that the Federal High Court in
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dealing with such matters does so not from
the standpoint of absolute law but from
that of common policy, much like the
American High Court.

Hon. X. Keenan: Bitt there is no American
High Court.

The PREMIER: Yes, there is.
Hon. N. Keenan: There is the Supreme

Court.
The PREMIER: But that is analogous. to

what we tkrm in Australia the High Court!
I mnean thle court which is in a position s9inii-
hit to~ the Federal High Court, which has
the right to determine constitutional ques-
tions.

lion. C. C.. Latham:, We have never had
the equal of *Iudge Marshall here.

Tfle PHEMI ER: It is entirely foreign to
mly nature to etndeavour to impugn the pro-
bity% of judges oi' anyone else. I have 110
desire to do so, hut the fact remains% that
when a matter affecting the Conmnon weal th
floverunuent is referred to the High Court,
the High Court generally accepts the Coin-
nionwesith point of view.

Mr. Patrick:, But appeals can he taken
to the Privyv Council.

The PREMIER: No.
lon. C. G1. Lathamn: They can he taken

to that Court.
The PREMIER: I think my two learned

friends onl tile front Opposition cross-benchi
will agree that ulnder the Constitution all
points affecting the Federal Constitution are
reserved for determination by the High
Court.

Mr. Patrick: But what about the dried
fruits casew?

The PREMIER: That was an appeal by
an individual respecting i nd ividual rightt
and it was not in respect of a constitutional
matter.

Mr. Hughes: All that would be necessary
would be for an individual to refusAe to pay
thle tax and the matter could be taqken to
the High Court and on to thle Privy Coun-
cii.

The PREMIER: I know the hon. member
has devious wvays by which he can achieve
objetives.

Mr. Hughes: That is the way it could lie
done.

The PREMIER: The fact remains that
the right to interpret constitutional matters
ig vsed in thll Common161wealth High Cour~t.

Mr. Hughes-: That is so.

The PREMIEER : It may be said that it
is thle policy of the Labour Party to exempt
ifromt taxation the people with small in-
comes; to apply low rates to those who arc
a little better off and to raise the bLulk of
taxation front those more happily cireum.
stanced. The Government has already done
something along those lines buit we believe
anything of that nature should be done in
a straightforward and Constitutional man-
ner. Even if it could be demonstrated that
the CommonweAlth Government's proposals
under discussion are for such a purpose, I
would not be a party to giving effect to
Labour policy in suich a manner when at the
same time I would be helping to undermine
and destroy a far greater fundamental
democratic pri nci plc-the right Of thle
people to sayv by referendum whether they
desired any alteration in the Constitution of
the nation, before any such alteration was
put into effect.

These are the reasons briefly that actuated
my opposition to the proposals put forward
hr the Commonwealth CGovernment at the
Premiers' Conference. I can assure the
House that we had many strenuous arg-u-
ments while in Melbourne. I do not desire
to cover the whole ground during the course-
of this debate. T have already made state-
ments in thle Press regarding my view of
the conditions sought to be imposed on the
States. I assure members it was not very
pleasant to be forced into the invidious posi-
tion in which it was said I was attempting
to block something proposed ostensibly to
help Australia's war effort.

Hon. N. Keenan: Why "ostensibly"?
The PREMIER: Because I do not think

the proposals: are essential to our war effort.
To an extent I think some step in this direc-
tion mnay he necessary, but T aml also Of tHeP
ovlinion that it would have been p)ossible for
Iho States by' agreement to have indicated
their dlisrosition to overcome the difficulty'
so that the Commonwealth Government
could have seured its taxation requirements;
in xk more straightforward manner.

m*r. Bmrry: On what ground diji the
Fcd'-ral Govert nint claim this scherne was
necessary to help Australia's war effort?

The PREMIER : Queensland imposed
a tax of 9ls. in the pound, and had the
Commonwealth imposed its tax of 18s. in the
pound. that would have reppresented a total
tax of 27s. in the pound -which, of course,
obviously would be an impossibility. There-
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fore the Federal Government claimied it was
hamstrung in its efforts to imtpose taxation
on the rich people of Victoria because of'
the rate of tax imposed onl the people in
Queensland. I amn still of the opinion that
that difficulty could have been overcome by
agreemient.

As I have already indicated, it was not
a very pleasant experience during a time of
national crisis to have to disaigree violently
with the Commonwealth (loveynmient, wvhich
is charged with the serious responsibility of
condutingh the war effort on behalf of the
people of Australia. It was not pleasant
that I and] other State Premier, should have
tie pistol poi nted a( its and that we shtoitld
be told1 we were* Iloekiing the war effort. I
did not enjoy living itt such at position, and
it should have been possible with thle ap-
plication of at reasonable measure of eon-
eilmjtioti antd deliberatioti, to reach a solu-
tion without inl nv such violent (1isagreement.
without the finger of obloquy being pointed
at thle State Premiercs and the Eastern States
Pre*s -uggestitig that "these people wvill not
c-o-operate in AustralIia's war effort."

Devspite our reord of co-o perationi with
tie Commonwealth Government, the implica-
tion is thant wve are open to the charge-( of
beinrg tunpatriotic because we will not fall
in to line in this mnatter. There is no lack
of patriotism whatever involved. I ani
satisfied thant if tlte attempt had been mad,-
there was a reasonable prospect of securing
the desired enid by other and less drastic
means. Fortunately in Western Australia
we hove a wonderful reeord of patriotic
achievement. I wvon]d undotibtedly be out
of step with the rest of the people here if
I did or said allty thing that would hamper
Australlia's iwar effort or was not in con-
formait 'v with thne overwhelming spirit of
sacrifice that is apparent in Western Aus-
trallia.

Mr. Berryv: Were volt convi need fliant the
Commonwealth proplosal is aetuaIlly in tho
interests of Australia's wvar effort?9

The PREMIER: No, I was not.
Mr. Berry : Then sur-elY you were at

libertyN to say so.
The PREMIER : The (desire of the people

is to co-operate fully with the Common-
wealth Government and no question of lack
of pat rioltism eaters into it. I am ertail'
satisfied thant the proposal b)'y the Common-
we'alth is not vital to the suciess of our- war
effort. In fatce of the propaganda thant was

indlulged itt, it was very difficult for tite
States to take a stand in opposition.
It was not easy for the representatives of
ft- State Governmsents to oppose what
tlie NationaI Government claimed wvas es-
senitial in the interests of Australia's war
eff'ort. In the circumstances the Govern-
tnent has placed the matter befoi: members
and asked for their support. If the uinani-
ntnts sutpport of the State Parliament is
f'ottheorutgl it will serve to indicate clearly
to Ilu, Federal Governtment that Western
Australia, thle patriotism of whose people
cannot bea questioned, is convinced that the
mnatter shtould be dealt with in another way.
I an t onvinced that the peulple of Western-
Australia have done more from the 'tand-
Ipoint Of enlistments as well as in respect
of the con1tributions to war loans and so
on-

Mr. Rer: That is soraetliin- to be lproud
of.

The PREMIER: I know I atu safe in
sa 'viin that they have done immeasurably
Miore thlin it a nv othter section of the AutAm-
liati publicw, and therefore there can be no
eharge of lack of patriotism levelled agaii't
(out- citizens. If we take a stii. tin this
proposal of the Federal Government, we
shanll be the vnltta-patriotie State. No charge
*4 lack of patriotism can imipugn otir
hll our.

NMr. Stubbs: Which is about All there is
left to us.

'ThIe ]'EM ErRR: There may 'ic sonatthing
inl that. As I have alretay said, I amn
satisfied that the Federal Government's pro-
posals are not vital to the war effort, yet
tlhat has been claimed for thent i, obtain
support, and the additional bait held out
wvas the implication that taxation rates
would he reduced. Western Australia can-
not he impugned in the manner attempted.
If I he (i'overnmcnt considers a proposal is
not in the interest of the people of
Western Australia which comprises one-third
of the Commonwealth, then, even though our
patriotismi may be challenged, I amt fire-
pared to suffer the stigman rather than
weakly allow the ])roposals to go through,
mecrely because I amu afraid that someone
may suggest we should not advance con-
trar y views. I do not think I could con-
tinue, as Premier of this State for ten
minutes if the people had any idea tliat we
were not fitily. wbolni-heartedlv and absolu-
tely behind the Commonwealth in its war
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(ifort. J do not think that anybody could
foam a Government and meet this House
hueceesSfully for two minutes if. there was
any doubt as to the attitude of that Coy-
emninent towards the war effort. No matter
what others might ay, we certainly can-
not he successfully eharged with any lack of
patriotism.

I have endeavoured to deal with this mat-
ltr from the standpoint of principle and
without entering into any details, but sonic
of the dectails are unsatisfactory. There is
no provision for thle amount accruing to the
Sztates to fluctuate with any alteration in
the value of money. If thle value Of money
decreased, thle amlont we would receive
would, iii effect, be reduced. If, on the
ot her hlanrd, thle value of money increased,
1 am sure that thle Commonwealth Govern-
mnent wvould snake a correspondiit! r-ouc-
tion in its contribution to us. Members ap-
prediate that we are getting gradual in-
flation now. It might be that the purchas-
ing- power of money will decrease sitill more
.seriously. This question, however, is en.
tirely subsidiary to the main principle in-
volved, and it is with the main principle that
we are primarily concerned.

In conclusion, I wish to say that this is
another step, and perhaps the most impor-
tant of all processes, in the subjugation of
the States by the (Conmmonwealth. I said at
thle Premiers' Conference that the States, in
creatfin the Federation, had created a Fran-
kenst.'in nionster thait now threatened to de-
vour then. T see a dismal future for the
State in the lack of progress we will make
n development if, simultaneously with the

practical control of our loan expenditure
being taken by the Loan Council, the con-
trol of our revenue from taxation passes to
the stronger partners of the Federation
through the Commonwealth Government,
which is really, in effect, the proposa' we
.are, dealing with. If we desire to exploit
the potash and alumina of Lake CnImpion,
the iron ore of Yasnpi or other places, or
any of our mineral or other potential re-
sources, we may first be blocked by a re-
striction of loan moneys and then, as a last
straw, by inability to raise money by taxa-
tion. We have to fight hard now to pre-
vent Eastern States' exploitation. We shall
be tied band and foot if these proposals are
put into effect.

I protest most emphatically against any
further surrender of State rights and power

to thle Commonwealth. If a proper and
equitable schenie of unification were for-
mnutated with proper safeguards, and if,
after a referendum had been taken, the
people of the other States as a whole ex-
pressed their approval of it, even though

.Western Australia voted against it, I hope
T should be a bigl enough Australian aind
,ufficiently demnocratic to accept the verdlict.
But to have this foisted upon its without
any' safeguard". or to submuit to gradual
str'angulation without protest, I think, would
be reereant to the interest., of the people of
Western Australia. Consequently I ask the
House to support the motion.

On motion by Hon. C. G. Lathamn, debato
adjourned to a later stage of the sitting.

MOTION-GOLDMINING INDUSTRY.
As to Wreew of Manpower Position.
THE MINISTER FOR MINES (Hon. A.

H. Panton-Leederville) (12.7]: 1 move-
That in view of the vital importance of the

goldinining industry to Western Australia and
the decision of the Federal Government, as
.announced by Mr. Dedinin, the Minister for
WVar Organisation of Industry in the Com-
monweith Parlinment, and as published in the
''West Australian'" of Friday the 8thi May,
1942, ''That there cannot be any protection
given to thle goldmining industry from the
call-np for military service of men directly or
indirectly engaged in the industry,'" this
House emphatically protests against the Bran.
power proposals in connection with goldiining,
which wvill constitute a disastrous interference
with the major industry of Western Australia.

While fully recognising the vital needs of
the war situation, we demand that the mal-
power position be reviewed and that a rea-
sonable amount of labour be conserved to this
most important industry so that it may be
maintained.

It is with some regret that I move this
motion because every member of this House
will appreciate the faect that the goldmining
industry not only put Western Austrailia
on the map but also has proved to be a major
industry practically ever since gold was
first discovered in this State As a matter
of fact, I consider that the Eastern States
owe a great deal to the goldmining industry
of Western Australia. I have very vivid
recollections of having, as a young man, come
here from Victoria. That State was then in
the doldrums. There were places like
Bendigo. Clome and others that were practi-
cally denuded of their men, who went away
to look for work in Western Australia. Tens
of thousands of pounds were transferred
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through the post office every week from
Western Australia to the Eastern States.
We can say also that the secondary in-
dustries, particularly those of Victoria and
New South Wales, got their first good start
from the patronage accorded themn by the
men in our gokimining industry.

Those who were on the goldfields in the
early clays wvill recall many of the comn-
modities we ate out of tins, which com-
modities, to a large extent, wvere put uip in
Victoria andl Nowv South Wales. In its
early days, Western Australia's goidmining
industry gave the Eastern States Colonies,
later States, a particularly good start-off
after the severe times they had expericnced
owing to bank failures and other disabilities.
Western Australia's position is that its State
Governments have spent millions of pounds-
I can say that without exaggeration-to
assist the goldmining industry by way of
railways and water supplies especially.
I venture to say there would have been no
goldfields wvater supply but for the gold-
mining industry. Very appropriately, there
sits in the Speaker's gallery a gentleman
who played a highly important part in the
launching and execution of that scheme.
This State has also spent a great deal of
money on schools, hospitals, and other
social services for the goldfields.

And not only was that course pursued in
the early days but in recent years Western
Australia has spent large amounts of money
on a railway fromt Wiluna to Meekatharra
and a pipe line from Coolgardie to Norseman
-all for the purpose of advancing the
goldmining industry. The consequent cost
to the State may be described as tremendous.
Even the sums advanced by State Gov-
ernments to various mines and mining
properties, for the purpose of encouraging
the industry, amount to a large total. To
give lion. members an idea of the position
in that respect let me quote some of the
advances that have been maide-

1040
1939
1041
3940
1040
1927
1930
10351030

1041

Wiluna Gold Minies, Ltd.-Guarantee ..
Lake View end Star, Ltd-Guarantee ..
Consolidated Gold Aline, Ltd. (Tindals) ..
Sons of Gwnia, Ltd-Advance ... ..
Consolidated Gold Area,, NL. (Celebration)

-Advancee .. .. .. ..
Do. do. do.

lit. Dannet Cold Mines, ttdit-Arvance ..
Porph~yry 1939 Gold Mines, N.L-Advane
Ora Beas United Mines, Lt4-Advance
NorsennAssoclated Gold Minies-Advantee
Nlorseman Developnient, N.L.-Advance
Ie. Rewad Cold Mines, NtL-Advance
1). A. Wilson (teonora)-Advencee ..
G. Simnpson (Nullsglne)-Advance ..
Weerlanno Cold Mines, X L. (Itoeborne)

-Advance .. . .. ..
Oood Brew Syndlcate-Advancee... ..

9
800.000
51,500
60.000
78,000
17,800

3,40
11,236

5,562
0,400
3,000
,00
6,046
3,080
4,250

2,000
1,425

These are but a fewv of the many advances
made and guarantees given by successive
Governments of Western Australia for the,
purpose of assisting the industry. Mfost,
of the mines and propositions thus aided
have pa-ove(i particularly good producers,
and are producers today, and I venture to
say that if the Oppor-tunity is given they
will continue to be good producers for many
years to come.

In addition, State Governments have
spent huge sums uinder the provisions of
the 'Miners' Phthisis Act and in connection
with the M1ine Workers' Relief Fund.
'Under the former head Western Australia
has spent no less than £1,002,098. And
there is another financial factor wvhich is
causing much concern and anxiety to the
Mines Department, especially that section
of it wvhich is in charge of the administration
of the. Mine W1orkers'Relief Fund. Certainly
there is about a quarter of a million sterling
in that fund, but it lhas a liability towardsl
upwards of 16,000 men. The fund was
created, as most members will be aware,
for the purpose of assisting men retired
from the industry hecause of disablement,
after they have exhausted the amount of
£750 to which the M1iners' Phithisis Act
entitles them. Every mnine worker con-
tributes 9d. per week to the fund, the em-
ployer contributes 9d, per week, and the
State a Similaor quota.

Thus the fund is under an obligation to
pay mine workers who have become ad-
vanced silicotic a certain amount per week
for the remainder of their lives, and also
similarly to support their wives, and again
to support their chilren uip to a certain
age. A very few months ago not less than
15,000 men were employed in the industry,
and those 15,000 workers would be con-
tributors to the fund.- Today the number
is down to 10,000 ;and if the system of
continually withdrawing men from the
mining industry goes on, we shall have no
mining industry, so far as I see, and there-
fore no contributions going into the fund,
while the State will still carry the liability
under our legislation. I am not suggesting
that the whole of the 15,000 teen, or 10,000
men, will become advaned. silicotic ;but
it is possible, though not probable, that the
majority of them will eventually become a
charge on the fund. That matter, too,
was taken into consideration when we dis-
Cussed the question of goldmining with
the Federal Government. Unfortunately,
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the Eastern States people have never, at
any rate through the Mines Department
according to my) knowledge, made any
endeavour to obtain the necessary informa-
tion as; to how the continual withdrawal of
men from the industry will affect not only
the industry itself, but the various funds
and the State.

It has been highly difficult to maintain
touch with information as to what is going
to happen to the industry. Unfortunately,
in the Federal arena there appears to be a
system of individual members making state-
ments which may be lookedt upon, or else
may not be looked upon, ast authoritative
on behalf of the Federal Government. Suich
statements are certainly marie from time to
time by various Federal Ministers. I desire
to give the House some iea of the difficulty
the State Government inns experienced in
trying to deal with the variotus statements
that have been made by Federal Ministers.
During the last few days--in fact, on Friday
last- -what in our opinion is a very definite
statement was made by Mr. Dedman, and
made in the Federal Parliament. The
matter has been discussed there, and Mr.
Dedman's statement has never been re-
pudiated by any other Federal Minister.
We have the right to assume, therefore,
that his statement expresses the decision
or the Federal Giover-nent, whatev'er Minis.
tens may have said previously% and then
denied having said.

Hon. N. Keenan: Denied?

The MINISTER FOR MINES: I shall
deal with the denials in their turn. Much
has been said as to what this Government
has done or might have done, but I assure
the House that right from the very first
rumble or rumour of interference with the
goidmining industry this Government has
been alive to the necessity for keeping tip
with, or in every instance endleavouring to
follow uip, every statement of the kind that
has been made, in order to ascertain exactly
bow far it goes and exactly what it means.
As far back as December last, when I
accompanied the Premier to Canberra, Mr.
fledman, speaking at the conference then
held, discussed the question of manpower:;
and the Premier asked him a question regard-
ing the goidmining industry. Not being
highly satisfied with the reply we got, we
asked Mr. Dedinan did he consider the gold-
mining industry to be of importance to the
winning of the war and the war effort. Mr.
Dedinan replied in the affirmative. He

was then asked in what priority the industry
stood. His answer was, " Right at the
top.",

And it is to be noted that Mr. fledman
was not at that conference by himself, but
that he had the Prime Minister and the
Federal Treasurer and other senior Federal
Ministers with him, and that not one of them
had anything to say as to whether Mr.
Dedman's statement was right or was wrong ;
nor, so far as lain aware, has any one of them
said anything of' the kind since. Accord-
ingly, the Premier and I came away' con-
vinced that all the rumiours we hadl heard
of interf'erence with the goldmining industry
had very little indeed to back them uip.
After all, when a Minister of' the Crown
makes a definite statement such as that
made by Mr Dedman, we are entitled to
accept it as authoritative

Next, a statement was alleged to hav-e
been made by Senator Collings, another
member of the Federal Government. The
Press reported him as having stated that
gold w-as or no value, and the goiming
industry of no consequence, to the war
effort. As soon as our Premier read that
statement in the newspapers, he wiredt
across to Canberra. I thought his message
was rather impertinent, but at all ev'ents
it was sent.

Hon. N. Keenan : When was that
The MINISTER FOR MINES: Towards

the end of January. A reply camne from
Senator Cellings thait; he had never made
any such a statement, and he added that the
goldmining industry did not come umder
his department.

Mir. Patrick ;He let the statement go in
the Press for a week before he denied it.

The MINISTER FOR MINES : He
denied it as soon am, we asked him about it.
I am merely giving the facts as; we found
them. Things proceeded rather calmly then.
I admit that continual recruiting campaigns
were being held on the goldfields at the
time. It is interesting to note that some
12 or 18 months ago Major General Lloyd,
who was in charge of the recruiting cam-
paign, visited Western Australia. He ex-
pressed himself in the Premier's office as
very perturbed about the numbers of our
goidminers and coalmniners who were enlist-
ing at the time.

I readily concede that 12 or 18 months is
a long time in the history of the war ; but
Major General Lloyd then requested me to
forward a circular to the coal and gold
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mines requesting the men to remain at their
work, because both coal and gold were
essential commodities. I complied with
that request and got a great deal of abuse,
particularly from the miners at Collie. I
was invited to state my reason for asking
them not to join up. That is the starting
point, and since then recruiting of miners
has continued. I was even invited to make
speeches on the goldfields about the necessity
for subscribing to loans and for keeping the
goidmining industry at work. At the same
time, recruiting officers were doing their
best to enlist the young men working in the
industry. It was a definite mix-up and one
found it difficult to know which way to
move. After the Senator Collings episode,
matters became fairly quiet.

The next big bomb we got was when Mr.
Victor Johnson, M.H.1t., arrived in Kal-
goorlie. Until the big deputation waited on
the Premier at the conclusion of Mr. John-
son's stay, neither the Mines Department,
the Premier, nor I knew what was going on,
except from what had appeared in the
Press. I heard Mr. Johnson speak at that
deputation, and having heard what. Mr.
Dedman had said on the Sunday afternoon
we put in with him, I then knew that there
was very little difference between what either
of them had said. Just what brought Mr.
Johnson to this State I do not know ;but
I repeat that, officially, neither the Mines
Department, the Government, nor I knew
what was going on. We do know that Mr.
Johnson caused a big commotion in the
goldmining industry.

At that time, contradictory statements
were being made by Ministers of the Federal
Government. One was made through Mr.
Johnson and another by Senator MacDonald,
who had it from another Minister. So we
had on this side of the continent one thing
being said and on the other side something
else. I mention these facts to show that,
although the Government was on the track
of every rumour of interference with the
goldmining industry, it was exceedingly
difficult to pin any statement down, because
various Federal M inisters were making
different statements, while none of them
was prepared to make an authorised state-
ment. The Minister for Works (Hon. H.
Millington) was in Melbourne at the time,
and we became so concerned that the
Premier wired to him to get from the Prime
Minister a statement on behalf of the
Federal Government in regard to the gold-
mining industry. The Minister for Works

is very persistent when he sets out after
anything, but he has not yet got that state-
ment from the Prime Minister. Mr. fled-
man (Minister for War Organisation of
Industry in the Federal Government) made
a statement in the House of Representatives
concerning the goldmining industry, and we
consider we are right in assuming that his
statement is the decision of the Federal
Government. I propose dealing with it
from that point of view.

Before doing so, however, it wilt interest
members to know what occurred at the
latest Premiers' Conference. I accompanied
our Premier on that occasion, and one of
the items on the agenda which we thought
particularly important was the goldmnining
industry. It was very interesting to attend
that conference and try to obtain an idea
of what the goldmining industry meant
to Australia as a whole and not Western
Australia particularly. The senior Premier
-the Premier of New South Wales-was
in the Chair, and so the first speaker was the
Premier of Victoria, he being next in order
of seniority. The chairman decided to
speak last on that occasion. The Premier
of Victoria put forward his case. Ad-
mittedly, he did not have anything like
our case, because, after all, Victoria is
fortunate in that its mining centres are
Surrounded by agricultural, horticultural,
and other industries. I started my mining
career in Victoria ;and even at that time
Places Such as Ballarat, Creswick, Mary-
borough, and Ruthergien were surrounded
by the industries I have mentioned. There-
fore, goldraining was to Victoria a relatively
small item. The Premier of' Victoria put
his ease fairly. South Australia, of course,
has no goldmining industry at all, and
therefore is not interested in the subject.
Queensland produces gold as a by-product
of copper, which is an essential comnmodity
just now. Generally speaking, the Premiers
of the other States evinced but little interest
in the subject. W~hen it came to the turn
of the Premier of Western Australia to
speak, the conference seemed to be of the
opinion that it was no use proceeding
further with the matter. I felt a Chill run
down my back, as I had. been keyed up to
make a speech. I got my say, but did not
have a very attentive audience.

M r. arshall Were any other industries
listed for special discussion at that con.
ference .9

The MINISTER FOR MINES :No.
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Mr. Marshall: Why single out the gold-
mining industry ?

'The MINISTER FOR MINES: Because
it was the one industry that was being
Murdered ; the others wvere not. This
ITrerniers' Conference was held before we
met the Prime Minister and his colleagues.
We were in conference with them for two
days, but did not get even a chance to
discuss the matter there. I mention these
facts because I desire members to under-
stand that Western Australia, so far a
the goldmnining industry is concerned, is
practically on its own. In my opinion, we
are getting no support in this matter from
the Eastern States. Already some hard
things are being said about what our
members in the Federal Parliament are doing
in regard to the industry. When the
number of Western Australian members in
either Federal House is considered and it is
remembered that nobody from the other
States is very mih concerned with the
goldmining industry, it will be seen that
however big the voice with which the West-
ern Australian representatives speak, they
will not carry much weight when it comes to
a question of votes. I am quite satisfied,
.as a result of my visit to the Eastern States,
that any fight that is waged in regard to the
goldmining industry in Australia wvill have
to he waged from Western Australia, and
that this State will have to fight practically
the rest of the Commonwealth.

Before we left for the Eastern States, the
Premier and I hoped to meet 'Mr. Dedman
over there. He, however, had decided to
come over here, and several telegrams and
telephone messages passed between Can-
berm, and Western Australia on the matter.
Mr. Dedman finally came here and gave a
guarantee, that he would not make uip his
mind until lie saw the Premier and myself
in the Eastern States. We spent three
hours on the Sunday afternoon in Melbourne
with Mr. Dedman, and he made no bones
about where he stood. He said very
definitely that so far as the goldmining
industry was concerned every man up to

S45 years of age who was physically fit had
to serve in the Arny. Further, that we
had to find our quota for what he termae
allied works, which would take 2,500 to
3,000 men from the industry. The Premier
and I pointed out-when one was not
talking the other was-that it was quite
a fallacy to believe that it was possible to
take a tremendous number of men who had

been underground for many years-and
most of the men who have worked under-
ground know this-put them on the surface,
and expect 100 per cent, efficiency from
them, such as they had been giving when
they worked as miners. That is common
knowledge. Mr. Dedman's reply was very
short and sweet. He said, " We have got
to the stage at which, if we are unable to
get one manl 100 per cent, efficient, we will
have to take two men, each 50 per cent.
efficient." That was his answer, and that
knocked out all the arguments we had to
put uIP to Mr. Defitan at that stage.

One interesting fact emerged from the
discussion. He madec a very definite state-
mrent that when he was discussing this
matter with the Chamber of Mines in Kal-
goorlie, the Chamber of Mines definitely
told him that even though mien up to 45
were withdrawn from the industry, the
industry could be carried onl. I want it to
be remembered that 60 per cent, of the men
in the industry are under 45. 1 am speak-
ing of those who are left, for about 7,000)
have gone into the various services. Tlio~e
are the latest figures.

Mr. Hughes: That is because they die
younger than do men in other industries

The MINISTER FOR MINES :I agree
with the hon. member. Since the intro-
duction of the Miners' Phithisis Act the
industry has been full of young men. It
is impossible for a man to obtain a certificate
to work in the mines if he is of advanced
age. As I have said, 60 per cent, Of ths
men are under 45. Mr. Dedunan told us that
the Chamber of Mines was satisfied that
even after men up to 45 who were physically
fit had been released and thle industry had
provided its quota for allied works, the
industry could reasonably carry on. Those
were his words. I was annoyed over that
because I had a long talk with the Chamber
of Mines before I went to the Premier, and
the Chamber of Mines told me a different
story. As a matter Of fact, the Chamber
of 'Mines sent a wire to the Premier, after
Mr. Dedman had left, informing him that
unlder Mr. Dedinan's scheme the ruining
industry would be bled to death. That
message came to us between the time of
their seeing Mr. Decimcan in Kalgoorlie and
my arriving in Melbourne. We produced
that wire to Mr. Dedinan. I said, "That
is a peculiar statement you have made in
view of this wire that has arrived." He
replied, "That is what they said." Mem-
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bars can imagine the feelings of the Premier
and myself when we had been trying to put
uip a fight for this industry and heard what
had been said by men who represented the
employers' point of view.

When we returned, the representatives
of the Chamber of Mines were at Kalgoorlie
waiting to see us. We s Law them, but before
they had a chance to argue with us the
Premier tackled them Lu regard to this
matter. Their only answer was that they
did not want to be put in the position of
seeming unpatriotic andi disloyal, and so
they gave way to Msr. Dedman. The Premier
and 1, however, were expected to do the
fighting. It did not matter about our ap-
pearing to be disloyal ! That is the reply
of the deputation that waited on us. As
we went round and talked with different
mining managers, however, we found that
only a few of these men met Mr. Dedinan,
and it was generally agreed that they did
not represent the mining industry. The
unfortunate part about the Chamber of
Mines at the moment is that people in
Norseman, Gwalia, and other places think
that they represent only what is termed
English capital in and around Norseman.
I do not know whether that is correct, but
that is the argument. I have had men
coming from Norseman and Owalia wanting
me to do this and that. I have told them
that the Chamber of Mines is a world-wide
organisationk and carries a lot of weight,
and that it is not much good for Alec Panton
to say something. If anything has to be
said it should come from the Chamber of
Mines. I am much afraid-and I regret to
say it-that the Chamber of Mines has not
given the Government all the assistance it
might have, either in this or in the matter
of the imposition of the gold tax.

Since the Premier and I returned from
the Eastern States, another gentleman,
Mr. Stagg, who is the chief lieutenant of the
Director of Manpower, has arrived in
Western Australia and met Mr. Stitfold,
who is Deputy Manpower Officer in this State,
and has also interviewed the Premier.
There was a long discussion with the Premier
who suggested that Mr. Stagg should go to
Kalgoorlie and obtain a proper view of the
industry- Nobody can do that simply by
flying over to Western Australia, coming to
Perth and talking to the Minister for Mines
or anybody else. Anybody desiring to get
a proper perspective must see the place for
himself. He agreed to do that, and last

Saturday night lie, Mr. Stitfold, Mr. Taylor,
the Auditor-General, who is also a member
of the organisation, together with our
mining engineer. Mr. Wilson, left for Kal-
goorlie. They should arrive some time
today. They had not arrived just before
.1 started to speak.

I have been told-I am repeating this for
what it is worth ;it was telephoned by Mr.
Newman of Owalia-that Mr. Stagg has now
agreed to prevent any further withdrawals
from the industry-incidentally 450 men
were to have left yesterday-pending his
return to Melbourne and subsequent dis-
cussion of the position with Mr. Dedm-an.
That was telephoned to my Under Secretary
yesterday. First of all Mr. Newman rang
and said, "Everything looks O.K." Then
later he said, " It is not quite as O.K. as I
thought. This is what has happened."
I have given mnemrbers that message from
Mr. Newman, wvlose information I have
always found to be pretty accurate. That
i something, very briefly related, of the
history of the industry and of the attitude
of the State Government in regard to
this matter.

Now we come to the question of the value
of gold. I have no intention of entering into
or starting an academic discussion as to
whether gold is of any value at present,
or whether it will be after the war. I hare
met a number of people in the Eastern
States, and someo in this State, who believe
that gold is of no value, never was of any
value and never will be. There is a definite
school of thought which holds that opinion,
ndi some of the members are in very
influential places. That is the position.

Mr. Doey : M1r. Dedman did not express
himself along those lines.

The MINISTER FOR IMNES:- No. I
did not hear himT, but a lot of people close to
Mr. fledman can and will. I am not, how-
ever, going to enter into any discussion
along those lines. It may be a fantastic
theory or it may not, but what is interesting
to me is that every gold-producing country
in the world is strenuously extracting all
the gold it possibly can at the moment.
" Whitaker's Almanack " for 1941, the last
available issue, gives the following interest-
ing particulars of the annual gold production
in fine ounces :

South Africa heads the list with 12,S20,000
ounces; Canada comes second with a produc-
tion of 5,100,000 ounces, and third oji the list
is Russia with 5,000,000 ounces. The Uited
Statesi of America, not satisfietl with purtlios-
iag from other countries and hoarding enor-
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mous quantities of gold, produced during the
year 4,250,000 ounces. Japan, which is fifth
on the list, has been working with feverish
energy to increase her gold production, but is
a long way behind with 1,800,000 ounces, and
Australia is still farther behind with 1,600,000
ounces. The Philippines come next with
1,000,000 ounces, and then Mexico with 980,000
ounces. Rhodesia, the Gold Coast, the Congo,
Chile, India, Columbia, and other countries
are gold producers. It is curious indeed if the
people of all these countries are wrong in
prizing gold and that the few theorists should
be right in thinking that gold would become
valueless.

That is "Whitakers' Almanack."

Mir. Hughes : Do you accept that as the
final word ?

The ]MINISTER FOR MINES : I do
not accept anything as final, apart, from
when I am buried. When this nunnour
concerning the closing down of the gold
industry first started, I was interested to
know what was happening in South Africa,
so I got my Under Secretary to write to
the Under Secretary for Mines in South
Africa. He received an interesting letter
in reply, only a few days ago. It is dated
the 25th March last and is as follows ;

With reference to your letter of the 5th
February, 1942, 1 have to informn you that the
goldmining industry is the mainspring of the
Union 's economic system. Ordinarily, the in-
dustry accounts for an appreciable proportion
of the net ineconie of the country and contri-
butes a very considerable port of the annual
revenue of the State. Important as the indus-
try is in normal tinmes, it is of even greater
importance to the war effort of the Union as
it not only provides a very substantial part
of the revenue required for the financing of the
war but also plays a great part in maintaining
the economic stability of the country as8 a
whole. In addition, the industry is maiking a
valuable contribution to the war effort by the
production of considerable quantities of muni-
tions and other war supplies in the mine work-
shops. The goldniining industry is, in conse-
quence, regarded as of vital importance to the
undertaking of the war and the nmaintenance
of the economic basis of the country slnd it is
the policy of the Government to maintain the
output of gold.

Through the relaxation to some extent of the
Mines and Works Regulations it hais been
found possible to release a certain numbcr of
mining employees for service with the military
forces. In view, however, of the vital necessity
for the nmaintenance of the gold output, emn-
ployees in the goldmining industry are Te-
garded as performing work of national im-
portance, and their release for military ser-
vice to an extent likely to affect the output
is viewed with strong disfavour. The industry
has consequently been able to retain sufficient
manpower for the maintenance of output.

It may be added that in the Union military
service has, for reasons of State, not been made
compulsory and mlen for the Forces are re-
cruited on a voluntary basis.

Mr. Patrick: Already the Western Aus-
trialian output has gone down.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: The
industry has had 7,000 men taken from it !
I have another interesting document-an
extract from the " Canadian IMining Journal"
of January, 1942, 1 desire to read this
extract, not that I have any wish to put
forward an argument against what is termed
the " fiantastic theorists," but I think it is
my job to point this out. The extract is
headed " Where Stands Gold? and is as
follows:

Anyone who is observant is bound to have
noticed that as soon as abnormal events breed
abnormal conditions, we always get a certain
amount of subnormal thinking. This is per-
fectly illustrated by the fact that we are now
going through a period of loose thinking about
gold.

Goldmilng has for nmnny yeairs occupied an
important place in the social and economic
life of this country. That place has been, and
still is, so important that it is difficult to
imlagine any, sane person questioning it, but
the amnazing fact is that, here and there in
various parts of this country, we find so-called
intelligent people breaking into priat about
this very subject and inflicting upon us a
variety of dizzy opinions and ideas which
range all the way from the suggestion that gold
mines he shut down so that the labour em-
ployed can be diverted to the ''wir effort,"P
to ''what's the good of gold anyway? We dig
it up and bury it again.''

It is a human foiling that the exigencies
of the moment should so often obscure the
light of practical reason, and it is tragic that
memory should be so short; hut these things
seem to be, which is one reason why we might
all quite profitably remind the general public
of a few matters which were terribly import-
ant to this country before ire entered war
prosperity anid for sake of emphasis we might
enumerate them and punch them home.

1. Goldanining has employed ninny thous-
ands of men, and it still is employ' ing many
thousands of men. This may not be so im-
portant todlay in these timies of labour short-
age, but the time will comic when it will be
maore important than ever.

2. Goldmiuing has provided one of the
mail, item of export in our international trade,
thlereby establishing foreign credits. In war
or peace that is a matter of prime necessity.

3. Goldmining has contributed heavily to
tile national income through wages, purchase
of supplies and dividends. Under the false
prosperity of a war economy this may not be
so important, but when peace comes again-
as it must-that great flow of national incom~e
will he vital again to the economic life-blood
of this country.
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4. Goidmining supports large social anti
business communities in all parts of this coun-
try, and it is presumed that the advocates of a
cessation of goidmnining, end the freak econo-
mnists, would view with equanimity the ruin
of large numbers of tradesmen, storekeepers
and house-owners. If they had interests in
any of these communities, it is a safe bet
that their crackpot theories and mnisty sugges-
tions would dlie stillborn because "'it depends
upon whose ox is being gored."

Mr. Hughes:- Nobody is capable of
thinking above his own personal interests.

The MINISTER FOR MINES:- The
article continues--

5. Goldmining is an integral part of the
economnic structure of this country, and an
abrupt dislocntion of it would bring a lot of
things tumbling about our ears.

6. Goldnihlig saved this counitry from
economic disaster in those tragic years of the
great depression whent the world of material
things ais we knew it rocked. All of us can
look back and remember how newspapers,
politicians, business mn and in fact the whole
country Paid tribute to the debt Canada (and
Australia) owed its golimining industry. Amid
the prostrated national iiauustrial activity of
this country (luring that time of stress, gold-
inining stood erect and gave work nn(l sgub-
stance to mien, and] its great expansion helped
to keep the wheels of manufacturing industry
turtning.

Those were lonig years and lean onesa, too,
but znemoi;,y is short. It is easy to forget themn
-now wen thev factories of our country arc
bumming with the production of tanks, air-
planes, gns ai the implements of war; but
this will pass, and once again we shall have
to lea"t heavily upon the basic industries of
this rich land of ours. Goldinining is one of
theni, and yet there are men who would lightly
discard it now and undermine it with fiddling
economic theories and blind suggestions with-
out a thought that there will come a tomorrow
wlhen goldmitting :nay once iniee save this
country of ours fninm disaster.

I do not profess to be an economist. The
more I hear of economists and the more I
read of their works, the mare headaches I
get. That article, however, right or wrong,
aptly applies to Western Australia, because
the goldmining industry has been the major
basis of the economic life of Western Aug-
tralia and, in my opinion, will continue
to be so after the war has ended. It is
easqy, as the article says, now that th6 whole
-of the factories-particularly those in the
Eastern States-are humming with the work
of manufacturing munitions of war, to
ignore what has been and will continue to
be a basic industry of this State at any rate.

I am firmly of the opinion that the taking
of men from our goidmnining industry at the
rate they are being taken should be pre-

vented at all costs. I am not satisfied
that every other avenue in Australia has
been explored to obtain the necessary
number of men. Before this industry is
bled white, which will mean its inevitable
death, every other avenue should be ex-
plored. I may be quite wrong in the
opinion I am about to express, but I am
inclined to think that this industry, with
10,000 men working in it at the moment-
a few months ago the number was 15,000-
looks too nice a plum and offers an easy
way of doing things, and the Commonwealth
authorities are going to pick this plum
because there appear to be 10,000 men
ready and available to be passed into war
work.

Mr. North : And there is also the machin-
ery.

The MINISTER FOR MINES : Machin-
cry to the value of tens of thousands of
Pounds, perhaps even millions, is employed
in the industry, and that will naturally
deteriorate.

Hon. C. G. Latham: The machinery is
usefuel for mining purposes only.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: The
bulk of the machinery has been provided
for the pujrpose of extracting gold from
various kinds of ore, and would be of little
value for anything else.

Mr. Hughes: It might be more valuable
as scrap iron.

The MINISTER FOR MINES : I cannot
agree with . that suggestion. My motion
has been moved on the assumption .that
goidmining is still and will continue to be a
basRic industry of this State. If I am
wrong in that assumption, members of
the House can disagree with me and vote
against the motion. So far as the Govern-
ment, is concerned, the motion is moved art
the assumption that gold is and will con-
tinue to be one of the basic industries of
this State.

There should be no necessity for me to
dwell at any length upon the importance
of the industry to Western. Australia. The
part it plays in the economic life of the
State is well known to everybody. Gold-
mining contributes at least 25 per cent, of
our national income, and if the industry is
closed down the loss to Consolidated
Revenue alone, estimated by a highly
competent committee drawn from the
Statistician's Office, the Treasury, and the
Mines Department, will be £2,300,000 a
rlar.
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Mr. Patrick: Do the Commonwealth
authorities propose to compensate you for
that loss ?

The MINISTER FOR MINES:- They
have not said so. There would also be lost
approximately £1,000,000 which the Com-
mon-wealth Government is drawing from
the industry today. Leaving out of con-
sideration Hall's Creek, Marble Bar, and the
Nullagine, we have 800 miles of auriferous
country extending south from Nullagine to
Ravensthorpe, and in that area are 20
towns of reasonable size. Those towns have
a population of 57,161 males and females,
who are occupying dwellings to the number
of 15,424. If the goidmining industry goes
out of existence-and Kalgoorlie and
Boulder, with a population of about 29,400
people, wvill be included-we shall be faced
with the position of 20 towns being closed
do-wn in a night, as it were, and of 57,161
people moving out and 15,424 homes being
left vacant.

Speaking as Minister for Civil Defence for
a moment, I assure members that we have
quite enough worry with people in the
metropolitan area without bringing another
57,000 down here. It is all very well for
the Commonwealth to say that if it puts
those men fromi the mining areas into work
at various places, their womenfolk and
families can remain where they aire. That
is all bunkum. They would not be gamne to
remain there ; they have not the amenities
of life that exist in the metropolitan area ;
the cost of living on the goldfields is about
1s. or 20s. a wveek higher, and those women
and children are not going to remain there
after the menfolk have left. Why should
theyI Thus 800 miles of our territory
w;%ill be depopulated if the goldmining
industry goes out of existence.

Mr. Hughes: But see what a saving there
would be in transport!

The MN ISTER FOR MINES: Do
away with the goldi-nining industry and
there will be hundreds of miles of railway
lines that will not be of any value at all,
except perhaps for scrap metal or some-
thing of the sort. I cannot, bring myself
to believe that the member for East Perth
regards this matter as such a joke as he
pretends to (10.

I do not propose to deal with the question
at greater length. Members know exactly
what the goldmining industry means to
the State, That is all the Government is
worried about at the moment-what the

industry means to the State. 'We do not
contend for an instant that the goidmining
industry should be carried on irrespective
of whether the war is w~on or not.. We could
not do that. But we do say that this con-
tinual bleeding of the industry's manpower
must inevitably lead to its closing down,
and we maintain that there should be, and
must be, a proper method of withdrawing
these men from the industry. A committee
should be set up representative of Mr.
Dedman's department, the Mines Depart-
mnent, and w'hatever other interests ho
thinks fit in order that this most important
matter might be considered from all angles.

Sitting 8spended from 1.0 to 2.15 pin.

[Resolved : That motions be continued.)

The MINISTER FOR MINES : I do not
propose to delay the House much longer.
No one can foretell when this war will end;
but, however far off that may be, many thou-
sands of men now producing munit ions in
Western Australia will not at once be able to
turn to the beating of plowshares or soe
other work. There will be the necessity,
too, for placing in employment the many
thousands of men who have enlisted. I,
personally, know of no industry which can
absorb so great a numnber of mien as can the
mining industry, nor so quickly, provided
the Mines are kept in such a condition as
to be able to start immediately. The
industry can absorb at least 12,000 to
15,000 men. In addition, we have five
other mines producing low-grade ore, say,
5-58 dwvts. to the ton, which could be put
in working order at once if the machinery
were available. Technicians will be required
to erect the machinery, for which the
money is available. These mines could
absorb anothier .40,000 to 12,000 men, so
that upwards of 20,000 men could be em-
ployed in the industry. Young, strong.
healthy men will be required.

Another factor to be considered is that
the men at present producing munitions are
working long hours and earning big money.
They will not take kindly to returning to
work at the basic wage. The goldmining
industry will offer them the opportunity
to earn high wages ; mining is mostly done
by contract. For that reason alone it is
well worth while to keep the industry in
such a condition as will absorb these large
numbers of men. We know all the trouble we
had in placing our returned soldiers after the
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1914-18 war. Here we have an industry
which can absorb large numbers of men
with advantage to themselves and to the
State. I feel, too, that the manpower of
Australia Ias not been sufficiently in-
vestigated. It seems to me that in taking
10,000 men from the golimining industry
the Federal Government has followed the
line of ]east resistance. I honestly believe
that that is what has happened. Therefore,
the Governmrent has; seen fit to submit the
matter to members. The Government, has
done all it possibly can to stave off this
trouble in the industry. I feel sure that
members will appreciate the difficulties
the State will experience should the industry
be closed down. I submit the motion in
all good faith and hope it will be carried.

On motion by Mr. McDonald, debate
adjourned to a later stage of the sitting.

MOTION-UNIFORM TAXATION.

As to Protest by State Parliamecnt.

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of
the sitting on the following motion by the
Premier:

.That this House expresses its strongest op-
position to whlat are known as the uniformn taxac.
tion prolposals. These proposals would de-
prive the States of their constitutional powe~r
to levy incanlce tax and thtus seriously imipair
the exercise of functions entrusted to them
under the Constitution for the welfure of the
people. They would effeet a fundamrental
change in the Constitution of Australia in an
undemnocratic mnnuer without reference to the
people, and would violate the rights of tile
States and the people. It has not been shown
that the proposals are essential for the wvar
effort, nnd it is the opinion of this House that
they should iiot be put into effect.

HON. C. G. LATHAM (York) [2.221: In
associating myself with the motion, I desire
to say that this House must not be deluded
by the high sounding name that has been
given to the proposal of the Federal Gov.
erment. It is not a uniform taxation
proposal at all. It is simply intended to
sabotage the sovereign rights of this and
the other States of Australia. Once the
proposal is adopted there can be no come-
back, none whatever, as far as I can see.
The proposal is intended to lead the Aus-
tralian people into believing that they want
a uniform system of taxation throughout
the Commonwealth for the purpose of
raising additional funds for war purposes.
So far as this State is concerned, we have

done all that it is possible to do to assist
the Ar effort. At all events, we have
(lone all we hlave been asked to do. We,
have always endeavouredI to meet the wishes
of thle Prime Minister of Australia from
time to time in thle P)rosecution of our war
effort.

This proposal is the most serious the State
has ever been faced with, should thle Com-
monwealth Government give effect to its
suggestion. I understand the Common-
wealth Government intends to introduce
legislation to implement its design. There-
fore, I do not believe that the carrying of
this motion will have any effect at all. It
will be a pious resolution, of which very
little notice will be taken by the Common-
wealth Governent.

The Premier: Unfortunately
Rion. C. G. LATHAM1, Thle Premier told

uis that the matter had been submitted to the
Labour Caucus, which had approved of it,
so evidently the heads in the House of
Representatives and the Senate have been
counted. The Prime Minister is sure that
his Government will have a majority voting
for the proposal. If that is so, the great
ideal of the founders of onur Constitution
must be absolutely lost. That ideal was
that the States should have their interests
conserved by the Senate. Accordingly,
each State was given equal representation
in that Chamber. The Senate can save
the States if it desires to do so ; as a public
man, I say it ought to do so. The proper
thing to do, as the Premier has pointed out,
is to get the Premiers together in order
that they may explain and expound their
theories to the representatives of the people
in the Federal Parliament. I contend that
up to the present the Federal Government
has not had a refusal from any of the State
Premiers to fall wholeheartedly into line

with the requirements of the Federal
Treasurer.

If the motion is carried and thle Federal
Government then proceeds to pass its
proposed legislation, I say that State
Parliaments will have ceased to function.
They will hlave no responsibility. I have
already pointed out that the expenditure
of State money is no longer a matter in the
hands of members of this House. We have
already, by legislative enactment, throwvn the
responsibility of such expenditure on to
other people. I admit, nevertheless, that,
Parliament can amsend those laws and again
give itself control of the purse ;but, by
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statutory, authority, we have committed the
taxpayers of the State to very considerable
expenditure. The Arbitration Court fixes
wages ; Ministers do not fix the wages of
public servants employed iii their depart-
ments, although these may be paid a rate
over andi above award rates. The Civil
Service is paid by an arrangement with the
Public Service Commissioner, subject to
the appeal court.

The Premier : And the Arbitration Court.
Hon. C. C. LATHAM: Yes. What, then,

are out- functions4 ? I point out that we could
not pass a law involving the expenditure of
-money unless we were sure of obtaining
the moniey, an-d unless wve were sure how
long we could obtain it for. I think,
thererore, that the proper thing to do is
not merely to carry this motion ; the
State Premiers should meet and approach
the High Court for an injunction against
the Commonwealth Government restraining
it from introducing this proposed legislation.

Hen- N. Keenan. You must find out
-what the Commonwealth Government pro-
poses first. What does it propose?9

The Premier. The High Court cannot
prevent Parliament from doing what it
likes. Parliament is supreme.

Hon. C. C.. LATHAM : But it could
deal with the matter after the legislation
has been passed.

The Premier:- The High Court could
decide whether the legislation was ultra
vires.

Hon C. G. LATHAM : Yes. The
Premier is right there. I venture to say,
however, that if all the State Parliaments
make ani earnest attempt, the Federal
Coverient will be very reluctant to pro-
ceed with its proposal. It is not a question
of party polities. I agree, when I look at
the signatures to the report that has been
given to us, that the proposal is loaded for a
start. One of the signatories is an ex-
Prime Minister of Australia, another i's an
ox-M2inister, a member of the U.A.P., and
the other is Mr. Mills, who is the Chairman
,of the Commonwealth Grants Commission.
Speaking without disrespect, I repeat that
that shows the proposal is loaded for a
start. I trust we will not let the matter
stand here. If the Commonwealth Parlia-
ment passes this law, then, despite what
the Premier has said, it will be impossible
to take any further action. Section 74 of
the Commonwealth Constitution provides-

No .appeal shall be permitted to the Queen
in Counncil from a decision of the High Court

upon any question, however arising, as to the
limits inter se of the Constitutionial powers of
the Commonwealth and those of anyV State or
States, or as to the limiits inter se of the Con-
stituiteonal powvers of fany tO or mere States,
unless the High Court shall certify that the
question is one which ought to be determined
by Her Majesty in Council.

It is; in the hands of the High Court itself
to refer the matter to the Privy Council.

The Premier : It has never done that.
Hon. C. C.. LATHIAM - It was done,

to a certnin degree, by the States. They
nominated a citizen of South Australia for
the purpose, but ats a matter of fact this
Treasury contributed a substantial amnount
to test the case. We paid somewhere about
£3,000 or £4,000 as our share. I think it
could quite easily be done in that way. I
have always said in this House that our
first thought and our first consideration
should be i00 per cent. war effort, but I
cannot see how this proposal will assist.
If one glances at the returns on page nine of
the report, one looks in vain to see in what
wa3' taxation can be improved, except to
increase it, in any of the States outside
of Victoria. I Would not have said any-
thing politically, but the Premier par-
ticularly pointed out What a wonderful
job the present administration, in the
Federal House, has1 m-ade of the war effort.
I (10 not agree with himn iii that respect. As,
a matter of fact, it has got every shilling
it possibly can, but much has yet to be
done in connection with watching ex-
penditure.

The Premier : That always is so.
Hon. C. C. LATHAM : Yes, but it is Of

no use to ask people continually to put
their hands in their pockets for money unless
some watch is kept over the expenditure.
Every State which has had at Labour
Government for any length of time has
very high taxation. The only State which
has not had a Labour Government for a
lengthy period is in a much happier position,
and that is Victoria. That State had a
Labour Goveranent for a short time, kept
in power by the support of Independent
Country Party members.

The Premier: It is a very rich country.
Hon. C. G. LATHAM : That is so, but

at the same time it has had very good Goy-
errnents, and as a result its taxation is
considerably lower than that of any other
State. The Premier knows that.

Mr. Fox : What has that got to do with
uniform taxation ?
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Hon. C. 0. LATHAM:- It has this to
do with it:- The Federal Government
desires to get more money by this means
and bring Victoria up to the same standard
of taxation as the remaining States. That
is what is intended. It could be nothing
else. I have heard members in this Rouse
say that no man should have £3,000 a year
anti no man £6,000 a year. If anyone
wishes to reply to that, he should read the
table set out in " Rydge's Journal" of
March, 1042, in an article written by J. M.
Groom, ALIC.A., a resident of Western
Australia. It clearly sets out the position.
I propose to read the article to show that it
is impossible to increase taxation on the
higher incomes, and the Federal Govern-
inent realised that when it said that when
a stage of income was reached at about
£5,750, it would allow the income earner to
retain 10 per cent. for his own use, and the
rest of it to be taken in taxes. That meant
that 2s.. in every £1 earned went to the
earner, and 18s. to State and Federal
taxation. On page 146 of this journal
are set out the anomalies between incomes,
and it is well worth while for the REouse to
have some knowledge of them. The article
states-

Assuming that Western Australia will ulti-
intely fall into line with the
orities, the relief will coannec
front a net taxable income of £5,
income taxes payable at the pre
as follows: -

Federal income tax
V. f~

State income tax (W.A.)
Hospital contribution ..-

This leaves a residual income of
equivalent to approximately 10 pe
net taxable income.

This relief is very necessary 1
taxpayers and no doubt is niuch
but unfortunately it affords neitl
consolation to the taxpayers whom
between £2,300 and £5,725. Tb
income is below £2,300 is assur
crease ini his residual income a~
iaconic inicreases, and the big ta
income is over £5,725 has at le
solation that for every £1 lie
allowed by a benevolent Coverumn
2q. for his own use.

The taxpayer who has the niisfA
into the grade between £2,300 a
faced with the appalling prospe
for every 209. earned an amoui
of 20s. 'being extracted from ]I
taxes. The situatiun is remini:

Micawber 's celebrated recipe for happineaf
wherein he stated-

Income
Expenditure

Result

Income

Expendiiture

Result

a. d.
20 0
19 6

Happiness.

sI d.
20 0
20 6

Misery-

One call only assume that the Federal Gov-
ernment had this formula in mind in striking
their tax rate.

A graph has been incorporated in the
article, but I cannot read it, of course. It
is well worth looking at. The article eon-
tinules--

The graph shows the amount remaining to,
the taxpayer in the income grades from £1,000
to £10,000 after payment of his various taxes.
A manl whose net taxable income is £1,000 will
pay the following taxes-

Federal income tax .. 9 166 13 4
War tax .. . . 3114 0
State income tax (W.A.) 79 3 4
Hospital contribution .. 6 5 &

Residual income
£293 14 8

-. 706 5 4

Federal auth- He is far and away better off than is the man
e25 tOn oprtei on the bigger salary. The article goes on-

sent time -ire The residual income is gradually increased
nti] the net taxable income reaches just over
£2,300. At £2,200 the total taxes payable

£:3,729 3 4 amount to £1,174 4s. 8d.; at £;2,300 they total
99 14 0 £1,273 12s. 2d.1 so that the extra £E100 of in-

1,288 2 6j come costs the taxpayer £99 7s. 6d. in tax and
35 15 7 leaves him 12s. 6d. out of his £100-

-______ After £2,300 the taxpayer starts onl the
down grade. Taxes at £2,400 total £1l,377,

£5,152 15 5 that is to say the £C100 increase of incomec costs
£572! 4s. 7d the taxpayer £103 7s. 10d. in tax. The posi-
r cent. of the tion deteriorates progressively until on the

£100 income between £4, 400 and £4,590 the
taxes amount to £125 12s' l1td. At £4,500 the

-o the higher Westera Australian tax irate reaches its maxi-
appreciated, mumi of 4s. 6d. in the £E1 and the residual in-

ter relief nor coicl then declines evenly until the minimum
e incomes fall is reached at £-5,725.
e man whose From the nadir at £5,725 the residual in-
ed of an inI- conic increases steadily at the figure of 10 per
shis taxable cn.o ~i e aal noe

x-payer whose cn.o h e aal noe
~ast the con- The graph demonstrates the Gilbertinn posi-
earns lie is tion which obtains. For instance, the resi-
ent to retain dual income of taxpayers having a net tax-

able income of £1,000, £:4,350, and £7,060 is
the same. The man who, by dint of his

Artne to fall labours, has earned £9,000 finds that his resi-
tnd £5,725 is dual income is precisely the same as his less
.et of seeing (?) fortunate fellows who earn £1,470 and
It in excess £3,375 respectively.
imt inl direct
scent of Mr. Mr. Fox : He is very fortunate.

3309
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Hon. 0. G. LATHAM: The more income
a man earns the more he pays in taxation.
That stops progress. Who is going to earn
an extra £100 if ho has to pay £126 to earn
it ? Nobody is. It is a negation of taxa-
tion principles.

Mr. J. H. Smith : Will the uniform tax
remove these inequalities ?

Hon. C. 0. LATHA1 : It may! If it
does, then the amount received today will
have to be made tip from somewhere else,
and where is it to come from ? I think
the hon. member is capable of expounding
his theory in the House. The article in
Rydge's continues-

A taxpayer with an income of £2,300 is mon-
arch of nil he surveys and need bow the knee
to no man with an income of less than £10,250.

This in its way is all very interesting and
amusing, but what will be its effect Ont indus.-
tryI and on that large number of taxpayers in
the £2,500 to £5,000 income class, of whom
there akre, according to the latest report of the
Commissioner of Taxation, somewhere in the
neighbourhood of 5,000 int Australia? Is the
taxpayer to atop earning, or close his business
down when his income has reached the opti-
mum figure 1 Canl hie arlopt such a course, or,
more important still, Will the Government allow
hmimui to do so I

There appear to be certain remedial courses
opeln to the taxpayer:-

(a) Reduction of income by cessation or
curtailment of his activities.

(b) Increase in expenditure by raising
salaries, etc.

(e) 'Making free gifts to the Common-
wealth for defence purposes of
amounts approximating the excess
of net taxable income over £2,300.

To take at coin-rete example under ''e." A
nmn with a act taxable income of £4,5060 will
pay £3,838 11a. 2d. in tax, leaving hinm a resi-
due of £061 8a. 10d. If hie makes a free gift
of £2,000 to the ComlnknWealtl for defence
purposes before the close of the year of in-
conic it will redluce hisr tet taxable income to
£2,500 and his taxes pay* able to approximately
£1,600, leaving a residue of £900.

The Committee has pointed out these
anomalies, but it has not shown how it is
possible for the Federal Goverrnent to
implement its income if it makes the neces-
sary adjustments. I am sorry the Minister
for Mines has gone an-ay because lie is also
Minister for Health in this Governent.
I will wait until hie returns before dealing
with the paticular matter I have in mind.

On top of this it is proposed to close down
the Western Australian mining industry
whicht produces about £1,500,000 of revenue.
If that amount of revenue ceases to exist,
it will have to be made up from some other
source. If one carefully analyses the ap-

pendix to this reprt-nd I think all mem-
bers have had a copy of it-be will see
where the Federal Government, by means
of its Itniform taxation, proposes to get its
money from. I warn members that it must
be from the lower incomes. It can be from
no other place. Wihat I am afraid it is
worrying about is that the State Govern-
ments may get in first and tax the lower in-
comes before it is able to do so. It does
not want to have competition. The
important thing, however, is not that, but
what the Premier pointed out-the taking
away from the citizens of this State of their
sovereign rights to control the destinies
of the State and its people. Se I cannot
support anything that is going to deprive
the people of this State of their rights. The
Minister for Health has returned to his seat,
and I should like to ask him a question.
Does the Commonwealth, in relieving this
State of collecting taxation, propose to
take the hospital tax ?

The Minister for Mines : Yes.
Hon. C. 0. LATHAM : That is a very ima-

proper thing to do, because it will put our
hospitals hack into the beastly condition
they were in when that tax was imposed.

Mr. McDonald : We will get it back from
the Commonwealth, you know.

Hon- C. G. LATHKA): The member for
West Pert]h is not so simple as to believe that.
%Ve know what great difficulties 'MinisteN
for Health experienced prior to the introduc-
tion of the hospital tax in order to get
enough money from the Treasury to run the
hospitals decently. ISlien the legislation
authorising the hospital tax was agreed to,
Parliament stipulated that the money was
not to be placed in the hands of Treasury
officials, buit was to be put in the hands of the
minister, who was made responsible to
Parliament for its expenditure on hospitals.
The appalling thing to me is that this piece
of Commonwealth legislation will take
that right from the people of this State.

I know what will happen. The commit-
tee sets out a proposal to return to the State
a certain amount of money. But for how
long will that be ? No period has been
fixed. If uniform taxation is adopted,
I do not think there will be anything for
State members to do. We will be in a
maze all the time. We will have no idea of
what we can or cannot do. I do not know
how the Treasurer is going to prepare his
Estimates. They can only be prepared
on the year's income and, even in the case
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of Federal grants, we have frequently been Its Ministers will be able to see the Corn-
half way through the year before we knew
what the amounts were going to be. I do
not envy the Treasurer his task tunder those
conditions.

If this legislation is passed by the Comn-
mtonwealth and the State Premiers repre-
senting the people do not do their utmost
to test the validity of the law, the best
thing members of State Parliaments can do
will be to resign because there will be
nothing for them to do and they will be
accepting money under false pretences.
Under such a scheme, there can be nothing
for State members to do. As a matter
of fact, we will not have the right that
local authorities enjoy. They at least
hav-e the right to rate their people according
to requirements. Perhaps I should qualify
that statement by saying that we shall
have the right to impose a land tax. A
few rights will be left to uts, but not many.

The Premier: The Commonwealth is
talking about taking away the entertain-
metnts tax.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM : Yes, and I suppose
it will not be given back to the States. If
the Federal Government is in need of any
assistance, I suggest that it has not used
the State officials to the extent that they
might have been used. No one knows the
people of the State better than do the State
officials, but the Commonwealth authorities
send men here froma the Eastern States to
try to run their business for them in cir-
cumnstances with which they are not ac-
quainted. We could save the Common-
wealth a considerable amount of money-
much as I disagree with the policy and
some of the ways and means adopted by
the present Government-and obviate the
necessity for this subterfuge which the
Cormmonwealth calls uniformi taxation. That
is a misnomer it is nothing of the sort.

Mfr. Marshall :That is the name employed
to got the people to swallow it.

Hon. C. C. LATHAM: Yes. We should
educate our people to a knowledge of the fact
that this will mean the end of State Par-
liamnentary government. Western Australia,
of all the States, has everything to lose.
There will be unification, and we shall have
alt the disadvantages of unification and none
of the benefits. It will be all right for N1,ew
South Wales, Victoria, Queensland. South
Australia, and even little Tasmania. which
State is only a short distance away from
the centre of Commonwealth administration.

monwealth Ministers without much trouble.
But hlow long does it take our Ministers to
get to Canberra ? Air transport, doubt-
less, will be greatly developed and our
Ministers might be able to get there in a
day, but that will be too late, because Fed-
eral Ministers will make their decisions as
they leant that our Ministers are on their way.

I do not think anyone can subscribe to a
policy such as this in a new State like
Western Australia, where there is Ro much]
to be done. I am not blamning the present
Administration but, looking back over
Federal history, I know of no instance where
the Commonwealth has ever given back any-
thing it hase taken. We laid the foundations
Of unification when we ratified the Financial
Agreement of 1928, and these taxation pro-
posals will be consummating the departure
made at that time. Of this there can be
no doubt, and I am satisfied that it means
the end of State Parliamentary government.
We have industries just on the verge of being
developed, industries with great possibilities
ahead of them, but if we can judge by the
only standard available to us, namely the
Federal Government's administration of
the Northern Territory, we must conclude
that there is a very poor outlook for this
State. The northern part of Western Aus-
tralia has much to complain about because
of its long distance from the metropolis
of the State but, when we have to look
to Canberra for everything, the prospect for
uts will be very bad indeed

I hardly know what to suggest. If %%a
asked for a delegation fromt this Parliament
to point out the terrible mistake that is
being made by the Commonwealth Govern-
ment and the unfair way in which the
people are being treated, I do not believe
for one moment that it would have much
influence. I am afraid that any appeal
would fall on deaf ears Still, we should
use every method open to uts, and I will
back every method possible. I regret, with
the Premier, that this issue has been raised
at a time when we should be 100 per cent.
Australians and when there should be no
friction between Governments. To prevent
friction, we provided for the postponement
of Parliamentary elections, and authorised
local authorities to postpone their elections.
The decision of the Commonwealth does
not appear to give consideration to the
representatives of the people who are in
closer touch with the communenity than is
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anyone else. I am afraid there is an atmos -
phere in the Federal arena that is not
conducive to good, stable Government.
Men who have occupied seats in this House
and who were great sticklers for the pre-
servation of the sovereign rights of the
State have, after being elected to the
Commonwealth Parliament, exhibited a
kind of tolerance towards us. We are not
on the high plane on which they place them-
selves!

The Minister for Mines: When they get
over there, they seem to become inoculated.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: I regret that the
Federal system has developed in a way that
is not conducive to harmony between the
Commonwealth and the States. It is very
regrettable that the Prime Minister has
attempted, in this undemocratic way, to
force upon us the Labour policy of uni-
fication.

The Premier: Other Governments tried
to do the same thing.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: I admit that the
Labour Party is not the only one that has
attempted it. I am afraid that the Federal
atmosphere breathes unification. The Com-
monwealth authorities want more power.
'When the Constitution was framed, the
States gave to the Commonwealth certain
powers, and said, " If you want any more
powers, you must proceed in a constitutional
way to get them." As the Premier pointed
out, nearly every reference to the people by
way of plebiscite has gone against the
Federal Government. I think when the
Hon. W. M. Hughes was Prime Minister,
three references submitted by him to the
people were refused, and the only one I can
remember as having been carried over a
long period of years was the one endorsing
the Financial Agreement.

The Minister for Works :The States
accepted that because there was nothing
else they could do.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM:f At that time
theme seemed to he an unholy alliance
between political parties. I still think I
w'as right in my attitude of opposition at
that time, but the people said I "'as wrTong.
I am not sure at the moment whether

*'Western Australia carried the referendum
on that occasion.

Mr. Patrick: Yes.
Hon. C. G. LATHEAM: Then the people

in the other States considered I was wrong.
If unification is desired, the proper thing
to do is to bring it about in a constitutional
manner. This move by the Commonwealth

could never have been anticipated by the
framers of the Constitution. If we read
the history of the Constitution, we find it
was never intended that the Commonwealth
should enter the field of income taxation at
all. It was considered that the Customs and
Excise duties would be the main sources of
revenue for the Commnonwealth, and pro-
vision was made for the return of a per-
centage of the Customs duties to the States.
I remember having read somewhere a
statement that it was anticipated that the
greatest amount of money the Common-
wealth Government would require was
£15,000,000 a year. What the Common-
wealth has always done has been to take
anything that has been lucrative or
financially sound, and leave the States with
all the expenditure. The Federal authorities
have never taken over education from the
States-one of the departments that costs
a lot of money and from which there is
little revenue. I have a statement showing
how expenditure has increased in Federal
departments. It reads-

In 1910-11 thc population of Australia was
4,455,000 and Commonwealth deipartmental ex-
penditurc was £.13,158,529. In 1936-37 the
population was 6,806,752 and Commonwealth
departmental expenditure we s £.66,509,429.
Actually the total was £E81,531,419, but from
this I have deducted £15,021,900, representing
paymnitts to or for States. The population of
Australia increased by one-half, but Common-
wealth departmenutal expenditure increased five
times over the intervening period.

If the people expect to receive any relief
from taxation under these proposals, they
are doomed to keen disappointment. I am
satisfied, as I always have been, that im-
mediately money is made available to
departmental officers, they build up de-
partments to such an extent that there is
no end to their financial requirements.
The main object in their minds is to go on
increasing the expenditure, increasing the
staffs. Apparently, the more staffs are
increased, the better!I It seems to me the
military authorities are embarking on a
similar course today. I believe that if I
were permitted to go through headquarters
quite a number of persons would be looking
for other employment. If we continue to
take men out of indisstry-we are forced to
do it today-for war effort, eventually there
will be few taxpayers left. There is the
problem ahead for Commonwealth Govern-
ment arid State Governments alike. I
regret that this State Government did not
adopt the advice I gave when war broke
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out, and look to the expenditure side. Our
Government did not do it, and it has not
been done by any other State Gov'ernment
or by the Federal Government. I have
here all extract from "EHansard " which is
worth quoting inasmuch as it illustrates
what I have beeni urging. The extract
relates to an incident, quoted by the Minis-
ter for Railways, that happened some time
back-

I can quote an instance that occurred years
ngo. Au engine-d river in Kalgoorlie came to
me and said, ''Do you know I an, the lowest
pa id engine-driver in the Railways, although
I ami a senior?'' I inquired why. le sa idi
''Well, I like to run on time and do run on;
time, but I a1in not paid any' overtime."

If members like to inquire into the case,
they' can satisfy themselves as to the
correctness of' my quotation from "HRan-
sarci." There is no need to kick up a row.
It is an indication that we have been ex-
pending public money on inefficient service.
Instead of' a reward for efficiency, there has
been a rewardl for inefficiency.

The Minister for Justice There is
nothing whlatever in what you have quoted.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: This kind o f
thing has been going on for a long time in
'Wes4tern Australia. In fact, it goes on
everywhere. A good worker who does a job
in half the time occupied by an inefficient
worker in doing it, is paid only half the
money that is received by the man who takes
twice the time. A system has been built
tip by that Class Of Caucus which says.
4We must have legislation of this nature."

Unless we speedily get back to Mother
Earth, wve shiall be forced back. Not so
long ago we wvere compelled to realise what
we were tip against. The figures I have
quoted clearly demonstrate, when things
are examined thoroughly, that first of all
we should ask ourselves where are we to get
revenue from, where are we to find income-
earners.

Here in this State companies are being
liquidated, the farmer has nothing and is
never likely to have anything under existing
conditions ; the mining industry is to be
closed down. Where does income wrise
from ? From wealth production!l And
this State is going out of wealth production.
I do not know what the Minister for Works
will do when his revenue is cut off, because
he has commitments. He has to pay
interest and sinking fund on the cost of
his pipe-line, for instance ; and he will not
receive revenue fromt the pipe-line if the

goldfields people cese to use the water.
There is a terrific problem!I Members who
desire to see a high standard of living-
and I am prepared to back them in that
respect--must recognise that we have gone
ahead too quickly. We are even paying
aborigines pensions and child endowment,
whilst the State has to incur, uinder legisla-
tion, other expenditure on their behalf.
Industry cannot stand all these things.

Mr. Needham But we can expend
millions on wars

Hon. C. G. LATHAM : Yes, and what
are we up to now T As I quoted earlier,
for every £100 earned uinder certain circum-
stances, wve take £126 from the individual.
That is the most successful way of killing
industry. Let my words be marked, if the
Governument of this State and the Federal
Government have to continue obtaining
money to further the war effort, they must
come on to the earners of lower incomes.

Mr. Patrick: Just as New Zealand has
(lone.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: It is impossible to
go on borrowing money as in the past and
succeed. Every time a man is taken out of
the mining industry or the fanning industry,
or a manufacturing industry, there is one
less taxpayer. I do not altogether blame
the Federal Governmett for this; I blame
the State Governments, who, without in-
quiring where the money is to come from,
have increased expenditure, to such an
extent that they cannot make ends meet.

Member: What about the Federal
Government?

Hon. C. G. LATrHAMV: The Federal
Government is plainly worse. Moreover,
that Government is not called upon to render
costly social services. Those services it has
left to the States. If the proposed Federal
legislation is to pass next week, then, if the
Premier has any public conscience at all,
he will find a few worries ahead of him.
Some members may be satisfied with the
pr~sent Labour Government, but they
may have a U.A.F. Government that will
give all its funds to Victoria and other
congested aras whence they expect to
derive their political power. In fact, the
motion before this House is a mere bagatelle.
No notice will be taken of it. I call to mind
a suggestion made by an hon. member to
the farnmers : " Wie all ought to walk across
to Canberra."

We represent a wonderful State with a
great future before it ; but we are tying
a cord around the neck Of Success, a cord
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that wvill strangle success. I say frankly
that I never have been a secessionist, but
this proposal will raise that issue in Western
Australia. Our isolation puts us in a dif-
ferent position from that held by the Eastern
States. I may add that a time is liable to
coiv when the Eastern States will be very
sorry to Iwe. the custom of Western Aus-
tralia. What silly legislation the Federal
tiovernnvt proposes just when all Aus-
tralians ought to be unanimous ! The
Party on this side of the Chamber has got
behind the Premier to help him, and will
continue to do so. The Federal Govern-
ment must be reasonable and allow us to
flourish by means of industries in the same
way as the Eastern States do. Our in-
dustries have meant a groat deal to the Com-
monwealth. Our wvool anid our wvheat in-
dustries have exported great values.

The Premier: And our mining and timber
industries as well.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM1: Yes ; especially
mining in recent years. I shall not talk on
that aspect now, as it will come uip under
another motion. If there has been any
panic legislation, it is the legislation intro-
duced into the Federal Parliament. No-one
engaged in industry, as things are now,
can possibly know where he stands for a
week ahead. 1.s there anything more sense-
less than the statement made last Saturday
as to rationing of clothes ? The action taken
represented the worst that could happen to
the father of a large fiamily without surplus
cash. I do not know exactly what the
position is, not having been into a draper's
shop during recent days. However, I know
that a mother with eight or nine children
during these last few days has not been
able to get a pair of socks for even one of
them.

Mr. Berry: The Federal Government has
actually hit the working class.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: Then there is the
rationing of tea.

Mr. SPEAKER: I do not think there is
anything about rationing of tea in the
motion.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: No, Sir; but the
Federal Government is asking for more
money simply because it has not administered
its departments soundly. Presently the
people will wake up and realise exactly
what this means. The opening words of
the motion should be struck out, because
the objective of the Federal Government
is not unification. Its object is the sabotag-

ing of sovereign rights of the States. I
wish to see some action other than this
motion taken. I do not know whether we
ought to send a delegation from both
Chambers to tell the people in the East
that wve cannot carry on with this sort
of thing. Certainly we ought to make a
noise. There is an old saying that the
wheel which squeals most gets the miost oil.

After this Chamber has carried the motion,
we should send a resolution to the Coinnu-
wealth States House (the Senate) telling it,;
members that we expect them to safeguard
the sovereign rights of this State. That
is the (duty of the States House. I do not
blame any Government or any party in this.
connection. If every State is to be affected
in the same way as proposed for Westerni
Australia, the Prime Minister will have to
find some other method of financing his war
problem ; and in that matter we vshall be
prepared to help him. I do not, mind if he
comes here and says to the State Govern-
ment, " Let us go into your budaetary po.,i-
tion and see where your expenditure can be
reduced." In the Eastern States there is
much Federal employment, and national
incomes there are much higher. The qucs-
tion of expenditure refers not so much to
the political side as to the civil services,
which hate to surrender any ideal they have
set up: they want those ideals to come
to fruition. I repeat, while supporting the
motion I want to see something further
done. I do not think it would be in my
power to ask members of this Chamber to
go across to the East as representatives
of this Parliament.

The National Security Regulations arc
awful. Under them the Federal Govern-
ment can do almost anything it likes.
Therefore, their employmient should be
obviated as far as possible. To use them
where it can be avoided is very improper.
but it is proper to use them if such a course
cannot be avoided. We should do some-
thing to protest. Our industries will go;
there is no doubt about that. There can
be no possibility of the introduction of legis-
lation that requires the expenditure of public
funds, because we shall not know what is
likely to be our future financial position.
We shall have no right to impose taxation.
If anything develops that might become a.
very lucrative taxing proposition, the Fed-
eral Government will take it. It will not be
left to the State Treasurers. I suppose we,
can expect increased taxation in the few
directions that are left.
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Tile M1inister for Works : Will there be
anything left?

Hon. 0. G. LATHAM : Yes, but I am not
mentioning the things that will be left !
I am concerned about the position. If I
could see any industry that could assist, I
Would not mind. Unfortunately, I know
the state of our farming community and
what is likely to happen in the mining in-
dustry. Thle timber industry is limited
to the shipping that canl be obtained.
The markets for butter, dairy produce and
that sort of thing are limited, and I dto not
know whlat we are going to do. However,
I am 100 per cent, behind the Government
in its effort to retain for the people of this
State their sovereign rights.

MR. McDONALD (West Perth) [3.16]:
'When the Premier was speaking in support
oe this motion lie said he was convinced
that, if the Federal Government had ap-
proachied the matter in the right way by
consultatio)n and collaboration with the Pre-
mirs, sonmc plan or formula could have
been evolved wvhich would have met the ob-

ective of this proposal of uniform taxation.
I think that in those words the Premlier
touched the real core of the matter. The
difficulty that this House and many people
experience with regard to the proposal for
uniformn taxation does not relate to the ob-
jectives sought to be attained but to the me-
thod by which it is proposed to attain them.
Perhaps I may make that a little clearer later
on. I feel sure that above all things we
should not regard this matter in the light
of a pence-tinle proposal. In times of peace
thi., would be a matter of '-cry great ii-
partance. In the present time it becomes
a matter of very minor importance if the
adoptiou of the proposal gives any real sup-
port to the war effort of the Common-
wealth.

There is no doubt at all that the basis
of our income taxation in Australia is far
from sound. We have a Federal Govern-
mnent and six State Parliaments all impos-
ing taxes on income, and they do not restrict
themselves to one tax on income. Different
legislative authorities may impose three or
four taxes-at all events three taxes-on
income. The anomalies that are taking place
were referred to by the Loader of the Op-
position. A number of us have read that
illuminating article in Rydges issue of
March last. It is quite obvious we cannot

allow those anomalies to continue, and I
think it is equally clear that wve need to
review the incidence of our taxation. If
we do not do so not only the Federal Gov-
ernusent but the State Government will be
nit-t with a falling return from income tax
sources.

I am not worried about the rich people
or the better-off people from the point of
view of having- larger incomes. I am con-
cerned about them only from the viewvpoint
of their ability to pay high taxation, their
taxable capacity to assist oar war effort. f
know, however, anrd many members know,
that there exists today a distinct tendency
onl the part of people who canl earn higher
incomes to earn lower incomes. They have
r-cached the stage when they desire to reduce
their incomes, because on the higher incomes
they wilt perhaps pay not 20s. in the pound
bnt, as the Leader of the Opposition pointed
out, 25)s. in the pound on income earned
bey' ond a certain Hagure. Those people who
have big incomes and therefore a big tax-
able, capacity, and who consequently are a
great factor iii providing money for our
war effort, are sometimes people who get
their aloney- easily. There are not many of
such people in Australia, however. Onl the
whole I think they are people who have a
great capacity for work or more than the
usual buminess ability or skill or who are
prepared to take r isks in bnsiness enter-
pris-s and in industry, in order to earn
mioney, who are prepared to put money into
new- enterprises.

Under our present system I fear that
those people-or at least many of them-
are now" saying, "We will not take these
risks, because if we make more money we
will be worse off than if we did not do so,
and we are not going to burst our boilers
when the extra money we earn will cost us
25s. for every E1 so earned." That may not
be patriotic, but at all events it is human.
In addition to that, there are the differential
rates between the States, and whereas we
know that the Federal Government could ex-
plore or exploit for the war effort the un-
taxed taxable capacity of Victoria, it can-
not do so because it must impose uniform
taxation.

The Premier: We have not very high
rates here, only 4s. 6d. in the pound.

Mr. McDONALD: That is so, bnt if we
take the taxation rates of Queensland and
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Western Australia wve find they represent the
two highest figures of all the States.

The Premier: No.

Mr. MceDONALD: I think so, but I will
defer to the Premier's superior knowvledge.
Bitt, if I recollect rightly, the incidence or
severity of taxation in this State is second
only to that of Queensland according to the
Grants Commission. The result is that there
are sorte States-in particular Victoria-
which have a reserve of taxable capaeity for
the war effort which is not being touched
arid cannot be touched uinder the existing
system. By at different procedure, whether
we call it uniform taxation or somte new
fornmula, it will be possible to ensure that
till the people in Australia contribute on a
uniform scale to the services of their States
-i1(1 to the wa-r effort of Australia.
It will he possible to ensure that States that
are not hearing their fair share of the huor-
den of taxation for the war effort will be
brought in and made to tarry their fair
.share. I refer in particular to the rich State
of Victoria which is so well able to earry
at all1 events a share equal to that carried by'
tlie people of the other States.

The Premier: Our State is the second low-
est taxeud on incomes of £10,000 or over.

.%rt. 'McDONALD: That may be so, but
people with incomes of £10,000 or over in
Western Australia arc p~ractically non-exis-
tent.

The Premier: That is an argument for
extrat taxation.

Mr. MeI)ONALD: That may he so to a
certain extent, but I (10 riot think the Goy-
ernment expects to get much front those
with £E10,000 arid over. It desires to get
from those with ineontes below £10,000 and
down to £.500, an additional atmount from
certain States wvhich arc not bearing taxa-
tion aecoidirig to their full taxable capacity.
In the "West Australian" of the 8th of this
tmonth there was a statement from Br'isbanec
that the Treasury return for Queensland for
the first ten months of the financial year
showed a surplus of £900,000. That State,
which is the highest taxed in Australia,
shows the possibility of a surplus ofl
£E1,000,000, while the Commonwealth GOV-
ernment on present indications is going to
show a deficit of £70,000,000. That alone
shows that there is something which is not
right in the burden being borne by th6

States and the Commonwvealth and] the re-
lative taxable capacity of the States and
(lie Commonwealth.

This leads me to say that I am prepared
not to oppose this motion insofar as it re-
piresents a protest against the arbitrary and
dictatorial tactics of the Federal Govern-
ment. I think that they can well be a sub-
ject of protest by this House and by, this
State. To the principle of a reform in the
income tax position of the Commonwealth
and the States in the direction of uniform
taxation, I personally offer no opposition-
This measure, if it becomes law, is expressly
.stated to be for the duirationi of the war and]
for 1.2 months afterwards, and if uniform
taxation is imposed by the Federal Govern.
mnent, thein when that period expires, the
rights of the State to resutme taxation for
income purposes5 must be restored unless the
Constitution is altered by a referendum held
in the usual way.

Hon. C. G. Lathamn: Could not the Comn-
monwvealth extend the duration of the Act
without any referendum?

Mr. McDONALD: I do not think it could.
It would have to hold a referendum to alter
the Constitution in order to take away the
right of the States to tax on income.

The Mlinister for Works,: I think it could
absorb the whole field of taxation.

Mr. McDONALD: It could, because it ha"
at prior powver of collection, but I do
tiot think-if we assume that people in the
Federal Prarliament have any sense of re-
sponsibility, and I am p~repared to assumne
that thley have-that it would endeavour to
abrogate the Constitution of Australia by
some side-path such as that.

M1r. Patrick: They have used the big stick
before, you know!

Mr. McDONALD: They may or may not
have dlone so, but at any rate not to a mreat
extent, ad I11 do not think that ill a matter
of this description, which i, of such inl-
portatlee, the Federal Governlent or the
Federal Parliament wrill fail to observe the
constitutional method of arriving at any
change in powers, if change is sought. Ail
that wep shall dto tinder the Commonwealth
Rlovernlent's proposal is to surrender our
control, or a great deal of our control over
the taxation of incomes for the duration of
the war and 12 months afterwards.

Hon. 0. G. Lathamu: Yoti mean they are
taking it; we are not sum undering it.
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Mr. MeDONALD: So far as I am eon-
cerned-

Mr. Patrick: You are!I
Mr. McDONALD: I do not propose to

stand in the way of any system that will
provide another battalion of a thousand men
to aid our war effort, or the saving of
£2160,000 a year in administrative expenses
while at the same time saving I do not
know how much to the general public by
means of the simplification of our income
taxation znea~ure". I am not frightened of
what may take place after the war; it wilt
lie for the people themselves to decide, If
tiher want a uniform tax imposed by one
authority-the Federal authority-then they
can. say so by way of referendum. They
will decide that issue- whethepr we have, o'r
have not, the present uniform taxation pro-
posa I.

Mr. Needham: Unless all parties are
:agreeable to that course, such a proposal
'rould not be carried.

Mr. McDOINALD: When that time ar-
rives, if it ever dloes, and the people of Aus-
tralia have tile opportunity to vote by' way
of referendum to decide whether they will
have uniformt taxation imposed by one tax-
ig authority, then in my humble opinion
that vote will be carried in the affirmative.
Further, inii ry humble opinion, if that tines-
tion were put to the people of Australia
today, the vote would still be carried in the
affirmnative.

Mr. Tonkin: Notwithstanding the vote on
secession ?

Mr. McDONALD: Yes.
.1r. Doney: Then you think that the six

State Premiers did not express the view of
the people generally in respect of this mat-
ter?9

.r. McDONALD: I do not think they
ldid. if they disagree with my proposition,'
then I do not think they represent the views
-of the people on this question. The corn-
inercial people and the general public are
getting very tired of having to make out
taxation returns.

Hon. C. G. Latham: Very little has To be
mande out for State purposes.

Mr. McDONALD: Many concerns, have
separate departments doing little else than
filling zip taxation returns.

Hon. C_ G. Latham: For the Federal
authorities.

Mr. Boyle: The Federal Government's
proposals will not alter that.

Mr. MctDONAkLD: They will represent
some alleviation. Then again, I sp)eak with
some little diffidence because I can only ex-
press my1 personalll opinion, but I think the
Federal (Jovertinent's proposals represent
only the start towards securing a great deal
more uniformity in taxation, and the con-
trol of all other measures of taxation by
oiic Commonwealth authority.

Mr. Donkey: You do not anticipate any
financial alleviation iii consequence of the
imposition of uniform taxation.

Mr. 'Mc)ONALD: No, I do not at pre-
sent, I have no illusions regarding uniform
taxation. If that ])rinciple is adopted, it
will mnean that the people of Australia, in
whichever State they may reside, will hear
an equal burden of State and Federal taxa-
tion, I realise it will mean that, and I have
no illusions regarding ally possible decrease
in the burden of taxation. I think that bur-
deni will be increased. I believe the Federal
Government intends there shall he an in-
crease, and knows there must be an increase,
in the total taxation derived from iucome.

Hon. C. 0. Lathamn: And on which section
of the community do you think that extra
taxation will be imposed.

Mr. McDO'NALD:. I am not concerned
about that. The Federal Government will
impose the extra taxation where it is coti-
sidered that extra taxation can most fairly
he placed, taking in all classes of taxpayer.

The Minister for Works: Do you agree
that the Federal Government should arbi-
trarily fix the amonunt that this State shoald
receive?

Mr. McDONALD: Who else could fix it?
The 'Minister for Works: Should it not

be dlone by agreement?
Mr. MLcDONALD:- Let me put it this way:

It cannot be left to us to fix the amount to
be paid to Western Australia.

The Minister for 'Works: We would like
to have a shot at doing so.

Alv. McDONALD: We might ask for too
miuch.

Mr. F. C. L.. Smith:- We are too mod est.
Mr. MeDONLALD: Ini this instance we

must bear this fact in mind: Our responsi-
bilities are great and important but they
pale into insignificance when compared with
the responsibilities borne by the Federal
Government. The proposal under disceussion
represents merely a wartime m ensure-no
mlore. I am sutre that in fixing thep amount
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to be paid by the Federal Government to
the State by way of compensation for the
loss of income tax, the Commonwealth
authorities will have due regard to the re-
quirements of the State. If that is not done,
and when the last word is said by the Fede-
ral Government, even then I shall not be
alarmed at the prospect, because I think
the Federal Government's last word would
be said having regard to the needs of the
Commonwealth for money for its war effort.
With that principle I would not quarrel.
Under the proposed'system, while paying the
same total amount of income tax, the people
of Australia will make an equal contribution
and shoulder an equality of sacrifice from
the point of view of income taxation, and
if they are called upon, as they will be, to
pay more money by way of income tax, then
under the proposed system they will con-
tinue to meet that added burden upon the
basis of equality of sacrifice.

.1r. floncy: You are trusting!
Mr. McDOINALD: I think the Premier

will agree that the present taxation system
has its defects. I do not desire to misinter-
pret his remarks hecause he suggested very
properly that had this matter been ap-
piroached right from the start from another
angle, there should have been no difficulty
in arriving at a formula that would have
removed some, or all, of the objections to
the system now to be applied.

The Premier: Could not the States have
been asked to endleavour to manke their tatxa-
tion rates fairly uniform without their be-
ing deprived of the right to tax?

Mr. MeI)ONALD: That question might
well he asked.

The Premier: That wa~s asked by me, and
that is the basis of my quarrel with the
Federal Government.

Mr. 'McDOXALI); The Premier was well
justified in his quarrel and in airing before
members of this Legislature his grievaince
regairliil the treatment That has been mepted
out to the States under which their just
claims to consultation have largely been
ignored. Had the Federal Government gone
about the matter in the right way, as sug-
gested by the Premier, and said to the State
Treas-urers, "These are our objectives; wre
want to reach them by agreement and to
carry them out inside the amibit of State
laws and State powers," thus giving the
State Treasurers an opportunity to con-

sider the matter and reach agreement, I
agree that would have represented the best
course to he pursued.

The Premier: That was the suggestion put
larward at the conference.

31r. MfcDONAL1): Yes, certainly' that
would have been the better way. If the
Federal (Jovernment, in its wisdom or un-
wvisdom, decides that it must be done another
way by taking from the States for the dura-
tion of the war and for 12 months after-
wards, the power to impose a tax upon in-
comes, then I quarrel with the Prime Minister
garding the method he has followed, but I
do not protest against it, if it achieves the
same results and if those results are so es-
sential, as I believe they are, to our wvar
effort or an important part of them. If we
achieve what is the real objective-the saving
of unnecessary governmental expense and
the achievement of equality of sacrifice now
and in future respecting the payment of in-
come tax; that is the real thing we are
aiming at-then if the Federal Government
goes about the assumption of powers with
that object in view but dloes so in thie wrong
way, I am p~repared to submit, rather than
that we should not do it at all-

The Premier: You do not agree that we
should make an attempt to do it in the
proper way.

Mr-. fel)ONALD: I agree with the Pre-
mier that we should try to get the Federal
Government to adopt another course if there
is abetter way within the functioning of the
relative powers of the State and Federal
Governnents and Parliaments. I agree that
the Premier could very well protest against
the almuost incredible disregard of the rights
or the States of Australia in some respects,
but 1 (10 not propose to take part in any
p~rotest against the objective sought, how-
ever much I may protest against the methods
pursued. If the method adopted is the only
one that can be followed, and if flit Federal
Government is right in that respect and the
method employed is the only effective way
of reaching the objective, we miust accept
the position, but I do not suggest, nor has
the Premier done so, that the objective could
not have been obtained by means other than
those adopted.

The Federal Governmnent's proposals, if
adopted, mean that foir the duration of the
war and for 12 months afterwards, the State
will probably receive as much income taxa-
tion as it wvould have received had it re-
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I ained the power to levy that tax. Under
the stcme the State will receive the equiva-
lent of the taxation derived in the two years
during which the returns from that source
were tihe heaviest in the history of the
State-the years l1939-40 and 1940-41. To
that extent we surrender for a defined
period sonic part of our power over the
p~urse. Unless later on the people decide
by referendum to eliminate the powers of
the States to impose a tax on incomes, then
that very important part of our powers will
revert to us. For the time being, however,
we do surrender part of our sovereign pow-
ers-but only part of thenm.

The Premier: The Federal Government is
not doing this under the National Security
Regulations but under legislation.

Hfon. C. G. Latham: Yes, under legislative
enact ment.

The Premier: And so could presumably do
the same in peace-time.

Mr. McDONALD: If I understand the
position, the Federal Government is doing
this by imposing taxation part of which
will later be allocated to the States but the
effect will be to deprive the States of the
right to impose the tax. Is that so?

The Premier: Yes.
Mr. Patrick: And you say that is within

the powers of the Commonwealth Govern-
ment?

Mr. McDONALD: Yes.
Mr. Patrick: Yet you said just now that

a referendutm would be required to enable
this to continue.

Mr. 'McDONALD: I say that the Federal
Government may, within its Constitutional
powers, pas legislation the effect of which
will be to nullify the powers of the States
to levy income taxation. Although that
may be within the powers of the Coin-
monwealth Government, it is dlearly, if
regarded as a lperianent measure, out-
side the intention of the Constitution.
I believe the intention of the Constitu-
tion. I believe that when the war is over,
and the period has expired for which the
Commonwealth Government states this men-
sure should apply, if the Comnmonwealth
Government desires to continue to eliminate
from the States the right to exercise taxing
powers on income, its duty' is to do that by
means of an amendment to the Federal Con-
stitution, it will be recognised as the only
proper way in which to achieve that object.

The Premier: It has never previously
taken up that attitude.

Mi-. McDONALD: When powers have
been taken in the past without a referen-
dum, they have been comparatively unimn-
portant powers. I do not know of any
major power that has been gradually taken
by the Commonwealth Government that has
not been taken by constitutional means.

Trhe Premier: What about income taxa-
tion I

Mr. McDONALD: That is one power that
was taken. The Commonwealth Govern-
meut has always had constitutional power to
levy income taxation. If there is one trend
in the world today-it has been going on
for the last two or three decades, but is
likely to become more intensified in the
future-it is the elimination of small sove-
reign authorities. Power will be vested in
munch fewer sovereign authorities.

Hon. C. G. Latham: Do you think that
wvill apply in Europeq

Mr. McDONALD: I do.

The Premier: I think the States would
combine for their own protection.

Mr. SPEAKER: Order!

The Premier: They would not allow them-
selves to he nipped off, one by one.

Mr. McDONALD: I think the States will
recognise that if their territories are going
to be able to compete with other countries,
their central Government must be armed with
wider powers than are possessed by them to-
dlay. I ]ook forward to the time when the
States will concede wider powers to the Fed-
eral Parliament. Unless it has those increased
poes because of the competition between
the countries of the world for trade, this
eouimtr v will niever lie able to survive. If
those powers are put into the hands of half-
a-dozen States, all having- different ideas,
they will be knocked down one by one by
their competitors in the economic fight. It
is no surprise to me that this trend, which
has been recognised by writers for the last
ten years, men who stated that countries
must now use their trade a weapons direct-
ed by the States in order to ensure their
survival in competition with other coun-
tries, should bring about a position when
the Commonwealth Government was obliged
to extend its powers, and to impose income
tax in order to enable it to exercise these
added powers.
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The Premtier: D~o you think that private
banking would survive under the conditiomo
.you have outlined?

Mfr. McDONALD: I think so. Private
banking will have to come into line with the
poliey that will be adopted by the central
government and the central banking system
in regard to international affairs.

Hon. WV. 1). Johnson: Then why have pri-
vate banking, iii such circumstances?

Mr. McDONALD: If we come to that,
why have private auything7

lon. W. D. -Johnson: You admit that the
private hanks wvill be under control; then
why' have them? tehnmr. MceDONALD: To answer tehn
.member, I believe there is a place for the
initiative and freedom of the individual in
all activities, In future I think they will
he more controlled by the Government in
the public interest than has ever been the
case before. That is w;hy I say that whilst
I believe there is a place for private bank-
ing, for lprivatc briekmanking, and for pri-
vale bricklayers, in the future they will,
in the interests of the community, he sub-
j ect to more control than has been the case
in the past.

Ron. W, D. Johnson: You have hind your
ear to the ground all right.

Mr. McDONALD: I have had my ear to
the ground for the last 25 years.

Mr. Marshall: Then you must be deaf.
Mr. McDONALD: If I am, that must be

due to my proximity to the hon. member.
I have been led into side paths. This
measure will not interfere with the basic
wage, with all respect to the Premier, or our
'hoslpital tax.

Hon. C. G. Latham: It will be necessary
to cut down expenditure to such an extent
that we do not know where this will lead.

Mr. McfDONALD: If the report of the
committee is authoritative, we are going to
get much the same income as we have had
each year for the last two years. All our
functions will continue under our sovereign
control, without their being affected to any
great extent. I am not at present concerned
as to whether the limit of our State powers
is being invaded by the Federal Govern-
ment, or whether the powers of the Federal
Government are being invaded by the State
iQrovernments.
* The Premier: It all depends on whether

they are necessary or not.

Mr. McDONALD; I think we can regard
the Governments of the States arid of the
Commonwealth as merged. They are one
Government. If we spend our time arguing
about the relative spheres, the n I say we are
living in an unreal world. I am not criticis-
ing, the remarks of the Premier. I think hie
is thoroughly justified in what hie has; said
in regard to the method of imposition of ob-
ligations upon the States, Where there is
an objective worth while as a result of any
change that is proposed, although we may
disagree with the method by which that
change is being effected, I do not think this
is a time when we can argue about it.

The Premier:- Who started the argument?
Mr. McDONALD: If the Federal Govern-

ment dlid so, it is to blame, but if wve con-
tinue it we are perhaps to blamue.

The Premier: But we must resist these
lproposals.

Mr. McDONALD: The Premier is iii a
somewhat invidious position because hie does
not wish to be accused of any desire to ham-
per the war effort. For iny part, I do not
wvislh to be accused of any desire to limit
the powers of the State. We have to den]
with only one consideration now, and that is
to put forth our miaximium effort to win the
war. Whilst I do not oppose the motion, I
think it is a question not of method but of
objective, and I do not think that the
method itself is of great importance.

HON. N. KEENAN (-Nedlands) [3.551:
It is generally said outside the House, and
has been said during the debate, that the
proposal under discussion is the first step
towards unification.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: The Financial
Agreement was the first step.

Hon. N. KEENAN: I think the Premier
described this as being the first overt step
which leads to unification.

The Premier: Quite right.
Hon. N. KEENAN: It its nine years since

I told the people of Western Australia that
they would either have to secede, or the day
would come at no distant time when unifi-
cation would be forced upon them because
of the fact that we were incapable of holding-
our own against the huge financial strength,
the industrial strength and the political
strength of the Eastern States. It has heen
said ith great truth that we only have a
fraction of influence in the Federal Par-
liamnent; all the rest of that Parliament is;
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representative of the Eastern States. It is
of no use to go over the years that have
passed and what has happened in those
years, but I would like somewhat to clear
uip the position in which we stand today and
with which this motion deals. In the third
paragraph we are asked to affirm that the
uniform taxation proposals will effect a funl-
damental change in the Constitution of
Australia in anl undemocratic manner with-
out reference to the people and Mould viol-
ate the rig-hts of the States and the people.
It is obvious that the word "undemocratic"
is wrongly used, and( that "unconstitutional"
iqi the word.

lion. W. D. Johnson: It is superfluous
and is not wanted at all. If it were cut out,
thle motion would read (quite well.

Hon. N. KEENAN: It is obvious that
the argument is that the action is unconsti-
tutional, not undemocratic. It is possible to
do many democratic thing-s which may be
very' unconstitutional, and this nmay be one
of them, but the argument of the Premier
is that the action itself is unconstitutional,
andI that is the word that should lie used.

The Premier: The greatest puiniciiple of
democracy is government liv referendumz
not government by Parliament. That is thle
way thle Constitution is framed.

lion. N. KEENAN: If thle Federal Par-
liaruent is constitutionally entitled to impose
this new law, it is not in any sense anl un-
democratic act. That Parliament was elected
by the people of A ustralia, and( given power
to make laws. Consequentlyv it could un-
doubtedly pass this law if it was constitu-
tional to do so. The report of the committee
on uniform taxation sets out to say that
aimonzst the other benefits that would accrue
from the adoption of the policy, wvould be
that it would] effect a saving of £250,000 to
the public purse, and therefore to the Comn-
nionwenlth, a matter of great importance at
present.

The Premier: That figure was challenged
by people who knew.

Hon. N. KEENAN: I have seen no chal-
lenge. Consequently, thle committee says it
would mean that 1,000 men would be eligible
for war service, and that, too, is of the great-
est imaportane at the present moment.

The Premier: That was awil~d guess.
Hon. N. KEENAN: Of course, it is easy

to say that.

The Premier: It is easy to say anything.
Mr. SPEAKER: Order!

Hoti. N. KEENAN: I presume this corn-
mnittee did take some means to find out
thle facts. it made some inquiries. It
was a responsible committee consisting
of a former Prime 'Minister of Auis-
tralia, a Minister in all Australian
Government, and a very distiniguished
maon in the world of economics. The
counniittce also points out that if the pro-
posal is adopted the State., will receive the
average of their revenue derived bliv ta-a
tion onl income of their respective subjects
during the years 193.9-40 and 1940-41. The
committee gives the figures in a columna,
which ap~pears in the report. It will bie
notieed, if I may draw attention to that for
a moment, that the committee certainly has
not been ungenerous in that respect; be-
eause, all hough no One for a momuent Would
imiagine that Western Australia presents the
samne legitimate opportunity' for income
taxation as South Australia does, with its
numerous secondary* industries, nevertheless
the committee proposes to give Western
Au~tralin £160,000 more than to Sooth Aus-
tralia. Therefore T do not think there can
be any suggestion that the committee was
ungenero0us in thle figure at which it arrived.

The Prenmicer: -I did not say v lhe eoni-
inittee w'as. I said I wvas not quarrelling at
all1 with thle (letails, hut ontly with the prin-
ciple.

Hon. N. KEENAN: It is also said that
this is only a proposal which, if given effect
to by the Federal Parliament, is to entire for
the duration of thle wvar anmd for one year
therea fter. That is said to be valueless for
I w. reasons: First of all, it is, not possible
to hinmd futunre Paiin men ts, w hichI is qunite
trite: anid, secondlY, because past exp erience
has taught us that little r-eliance is to be
placeed onl pioniises of that (-haracter. But,
i% Wai pointed out 1) the member for- West
Perth (Mr. -McDonald), if the Act is to
he onfly for thant term, it will be necessary
-T 811 assuming for a moment that the Bil
is actuallyv constitutional and that it will
lie for that term-to bring in another Bill
frv tile purp~4)o or ('Xteflling it. Surely. at
ai time when it is a bsolutely necessaryi that
he Federal Ciovernmnent should be given tho
rmids neessary to earry on thle wvar, no ob-
jectionl will be raised to its prop~osal to eon-
tine this state of affairs.

The Premier: The problems of re-eon-
st ruetiou, a fter Ilhe war will he tremendous.
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Hon. N. KEENAN: They will be as
great for the State as for the Com.-
mionwealth, perhaps greater. If the ques-
tion of continuing this proposal-should
it become law-is to depend on the
requirements of the Commonwealth or
the requirements of the States, the
State.,, as the Premnier agrees, will probably
have a greater need for money. It is sug-
gested by the Premtier that this proposal
.should have beeni the subet of at referen-
dum before being brought down to the Par-
liament of the Commaonwcalth. But that
is a niiseoneeption whtich, if I mnay be par-
doned-as I hope T will lie -4or being some-
what dry in mny argument, T ,hall explain
to the House.

In 1900 this State and all the other
States of Australia were soveii States.
They had all the powers that arc today and
were then enjoyed by the House of Coin-
anons. They were prepared, by the con-
sent of the people of Australia, to dele-
gate a certain numbher of those powers to a
ventral authority, to be called the Common-
wealth of Australia. They assented to a
Bill, which wsas known ais the Commnonwealth
Constitution Bill, and which afterwards be-
camne an Act. Every' single State assented
to that Bill. Under it thle slttes. gave to
the Commonwealth powers which wvere
clearly defined. One of those powrs-it
can be found in Seetion 5 1-was the power
of taxation, siubject oly to one limitation,
and that was that ihe ri-lht of taxation was
not to he exercised in ainy' discrimninator~y
mnanner between one State and another.

The Commnonwealth could not impose, for
instance, income tax onl Victoria of a higher
rate than it could impose onl We~stern Atiua-
tralis, or South Australia, or any other
State of the Commonwealth, and] so -with
land tax and other taxes which came within
the purview of thle Commuonwealth. In the
seinec Bill, by another clause, it was avreed
hy all the States, including Western Aus-
tralia. that if at any timie a law of a State
was in conflict with a law passed by the
C'ommonwealIth Parliament within the
powers given to it under the Constitution,
then the law of the State lapsed and the
Commonwealth law alone prevailed. What
is the mneaning of that? Taxation is a law.
All taxes arc imposed in consequencee of
laws that are passed.

MNr. 'Marshall: Bare-facedt robbery, to
put it in its proper category.

Hon. ±N. KEENAN: Consequently, the
CoinmnonwealIth at all times since 1900 has
possessed the power, if it likes to exercise
it, of taking 20s. in the pound of the in-
come of every single citizen of Australia.
As the Premier pointed out, and as we all
know, if the sumn total of the income is
taken, nothing is left. The States would
get nothing and could get nothing; it re-
qJuires. no alteration of the Constitution to
dio that. The ('oumonwealrth can take any
part it likes up to the whole of the income
of anly of its, citizens. Of course, the Corn1-
nionwealt h nijist treat all personis alike. It
cannot select onte qection : but it can take
Lite ifloIiw1 of all Of us. up1 to the last limit

of the amiount wie earn and receive, and
that would leave nothing- for the States.

M1r. Tonkin- : Would the Commonwealth
take their tax iii priorityI

Hon . 'N. I EEN AN\: 0% f ourse, beeause
it., law prevails. As I pointed out a
momient ago, taxation is a law. It is im-
posed pursuant to statute, and the (Com-
mnwealth law%% prevails. So there is no
question of a referendum barring the way
to the Commonwealth takinag as much as it
like's, up to the very last penny of the in-
come of every citizen of Australia.

The only part of tlie colni-nittee 's report
which, ini my opinion, is unconstitutional,
is the part in whichl it reconitids that the
Commonwealth Parliament should operate
a-s the s:ole taxing authority. I have no
doubt whatever that it is absoluitely and
-rossly unconstitutional for anly statute to
lie pased by the Commonwealth constitut-
lug itself the sole taxing- authority. Every
S ta te has n righ t to impose an In-
como tanx, if there is anything left
to tax. IL many be that the Coin-
nionwealth might take everything, but
every State has the right, and has enjoyed
it since 1900, to tax so far ais that is lins-
sible. Therefore, no doubt exists in my
mlind for. a miomenit that if a statute was
piassed by' the present Federal Parliament
giving the Commonwealth the sole auth-
oritv to levy taxes that would lie imniedi-
ateir upset by the High Court.

There would be no difficulty in taking the
proceeding; it could be taken by' the
Attorney flencral of any State, instructed
by his Oovernment. He wvould claim, in the
form of proeedings that are specially pro-
vided for in the High Court, that thep law
was unconstitutional and invaderi the
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rights of the State which he was represent-
ing as Attorney General. I have no doubt
that the High Court would say that, whilst
the Commonwealth could have taken the
very last penny out of the pockets of every
cnc of its citizens, it had no right whatever
to say that the State could not levy taxes
if there was any field left for the State to
levy onl. But that would not be the concern
of the Constitution; that would be a con-
cert) for the relative authorities of the
States on the one hand and the Common-
wealth onl the other.

Mr. Patrick: The Commonwealth cannot
compl)el the States to tax.

lion. N. KEENAN: The Commonwealth
cannot prevent the States from taing,
but it canl absorb the whole field, having
the right to pass such a law. I agree there-
fore, with the motion so far as it alleges
-assuming that the word I have pointed
out is changed--that this is an unconstitu-
tional proceeding, if given effect to. All we
know at the present is this: That a com-
mittee has met and received certain evi-
dence and made certain reports to the
Treasurer of the Commonwealth. At this
stage we are in a large measure sparring
in the dark.

The Premier: The Commonwealth ov-
erninent has expressed its intention to in-
tronduce a Bill to live effect to it. That
has been putblished in the Press.

Hon. N. KEENAN: I have seen a great
muany~ things in the Press, but I have not
seen a statement by the Federal Treasurer
himself.

The Premier: It was reported that the
Prime Minister had said the Commonwealth
Government intended to deal with the mat-
ter this week. Tt intends to pass a measure
introducing uniform taxation.

Hon. N. KEENAN: Apparently, then,
that is so: but that does not say it has ad-
vanced be 'yond the stage of a mere report
and~ is onl its way' to complete enactment.

I share very mutch the views that have been
expressed by the member for West Perth
(Mr. McDonald). Had my own personal
hopes been realised, we now should be en-
tirely free from the incubus of the Common-
welth, but that is all done with now. Never,
in my opinionl. can it possibly he revived,
because our position will be so hopelessly a
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debtor position. We shall never be able to
face the necessary liquidation of our debts
in order to get free. So we must try to
arrive at what has been properly described
as a very desirable end; a very desirable
object to achieve; and that is to have the
whole burden of this war, so fax as it is
possible to do so, equally distributed over
Australia. We know today that that is not
the case because, as I pointed out, the Comn-
nmonwealth cannot impose a single tax
heavier, in the ease of Victoria for instance,
than it imposes in Queensland or Western
Australia. The burden today is not, there-
fore, being equally borne and the Common-
wealth is not getting the money from the
taxes imposed that it is entitled to for the
progress of this country.

T quite agree with what has been said that
colossal waste is taking place, and that if
that waste had been controlled it might not
be necessary to seek so much money from the
citizens. but still war is always a waste
and always will be a waste. In every war
that has ever been fought there has always
been a large number employed, and paid by
the citizens, whose services were not worth
a snap) of the fingers. At the same time there
were numbers who more than gave value for
the money they were paid, otherwise we
should tnot be in the position in which we
find ourselves today in this Empire of ours.
But there must be waste in war and it is
useless say ing that the Commonwealth could,
while eliminating that waste, avoid the neess-
sit 'y for a proposal of this character. it
wants that money to win the war.

If we do not win the war, what on earth
will he the good of any of our institutions,
any of our rights, or anything else? For
nix part, strongly as I feel that if the terms
of the report of the committee he given ef-
feet. to. they will be unconstitutional, I say
that this is not the time when we should
raise elonstitutionall issues, hut rather thalt
we should seek for the most rapid means by
which Australia can be armed and by which
our forces canl be raised to the maximum
strength that we can put in the field; and
when we have saved our lives and our for-
tunes, then let us turn and wrangle about
constitutional issues. Although I strongly
feel that this oroposed course is unconstitu-
tional, T do not care very muich for this
muotion. I do not intend for one moment to

ofliooq it buit it does not create anY en-
thusiasnm iii te whatever.
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MR. MARSHALL (Murchison) [4.20]:
1 (10 not propose to let the motion pass
without saying a few words in support of it.
T wish, at the outset, to say that I am sadly
disappointed in the utterances of the memn-
her for WVest Perth (Mr. 'McDonald), who
seemingly has never profited by experiences
which he and other members must have had
during this Just decade or two. He went
out of his way to point out that unless we
have centralisation of authority we must
ultimately fail in our competition against
other nations, clearly indicating, of course,
that he has not learned anything from the
two wars which have taken place during his
life. He is quite satisfied to Accept the pro-
paganda and let it rest at that. Surely he
knows that international competition breeds
wars. It foments international strife until
an ultimate clash is reached. The very ad-
vocacy which he puts forward in this Chain-
her is the principle involved in all wars--
the struggle of each and every nation to
build a tariff wall around itself to prohibit
the importation of outside goods, and at
the same time forcing other nations, if pos4-
sible, to accept its products.

'Mr. McDonald: This is a struggle between
the States and the Commonwealth.

Mr. MARSHALL: If there is a struggle
between the Commonwealth and the States
it was created by the Commonwealth which
should have been the last Government to
foment strife, particularly having regard to
the very generous and loyal support offered
b) the States not only during war periods,
but during all periods.

Mr. McDonald: Hear, hear!
M r. MARSHALL: I need not stress the

point raised by the Premier, who clearly
showed that we have, on all occasions, and
more particularly since@ war confronted us,
done our utmost. That loyalty' has been
displayed under the difficulties and incon-
veniences which we have experienced in our
desire to help not only the present Com-
monwealth Government, hut its predecessor
during this war period. In turn they may
have been generous enough to realise the
loyalty of the States and given them some
opportunity of presenting their case-the
other side of the pictnre--rather than place
themselves in alliance with those notions
that we are endeavouring- to defeat-the dic-
tators. There was no conference, no re-
ference, or request to present a ease hut-
"Do as we tell you." Hitler carries on in

the samie w~ay, and so doe" Mussolini. They
offer no inducement for conciliation. So I
fear we are agreeing, by our loyalty, our
silence and our sacrifices, to the very thing
which we arc sacrificing the manhood of
Australia to defeat.

I remind the member for W~est Perth
that the late Woodrow Wilson, President of
America, a few days before lie died, sad at
heart no doubt because it was his nation which
formulated the 14 principles upon which
pence was arrived ait after the last world
wa-r said, when he visited the conference on
thle Continent of Europe, he found no
other nation to support him though he found
Germnany was defeated, and he left that con-
ference broken-hearted. He made this
statement and I conclude iny criticism of
the contribution of the member for West
Perth with his words-

Who is it that does not know the causes of
war? Even a child 14 years of age knows, if
he gives it any consideration, that the root
cause of all international conflicts is brought
about by keen successful commercial rivalry.

Let us not pretend that other factors foment
war so much as that. I disagree with the
miember for West Perth in his great desire
to carry on the system that will ask the pre-
sent girls and boys of Australia to struggle
along through life and bring- into existence
more men and more women, and foster them
anid succour them until they reach the age
of 20 years, when competitioni-inter-
national competition-will again provide the
very spectacle we have today.

Mr. McDonald: I did not say I favoured
international competition.

,Mr. MARSHALL: The utterances were
along those lines.

M r. McDonald: I said it existed.
Mr. MARSHALL: The hon. member

pointed out that unless we centralised the
whole of our authority we would find our-
selves in the invidious position of not being
able to stand uip to the competition which
other countries would bring into existence.

Mr. McDonald: You will not aholish com-
petition tomorrow nor in five years' time, nor
in 10 years' time.

'Mr. MARSHALL: T understand the hon.
member fairly well. I think T do, anyhow.
He went on to say that if we did not do
that, we would he divided into six parts and
"taken on" -T think were the words he used
-by international competitors, and knocked
off one at a time. So he said he believed
we must centralise. He did not use that
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word, I will admit, but the substance of his
argument was that we should concentrate the
whole of our authority and the control of
-our industrial life into a few hands. That
is in essence Communism.

Mr. McDonald: It is imagination.
Mr. MARSHALL: The member for West

Perth should explain himself better when
he makes these statements. He cannot blame
me if I misrepresent them when he does not
explain them. I am entitled to put my eon-
structioni on any utterances made by
members.

Mr. McDonald: The utterances speak for
themselves.

Mr. MARSHALL: I do not wish to say
anything further. It will be a sorry day for
Australia, or the Australian people, when
wve endeavour not to prevent the centralisa-
tion of control.

Mr. 'McDonald: You should take unifica-
tion out of your platform I

The Premier: He took it off a while ago.
Mr. MNARSHALL: I know that unifica-

tion was a plaink in the platforn of the
Labour Party. It was put there many years
ago, and lprolably at that time it appeared
to be the righit and proper thing to do.

Mr. McDonald: There imist be a lot of
dead wood in it.

Mr. MARSHALL: I suggest unhesitat-
ingly that there is. There are many other
planks in the Labour Party's platform, one
of which is the initiative and referendum.
I think the hon. member will agree that that
plank is used not so much by the Labour
Party as by those who sit opposite. When
the people initiated the question of secession
und demanded a referendum and got it, they
gave a very emphatic decision.

Mr. McDonald: It was not car-ied into
effect.

Mr. MARSHALL: That is another point.
I respect the ballot box and so does the hon.
member. We cannot always subscribe to all
the planks of a platform, but the hon. mnem-
ber would accept one of our planks and
subscribe to it when it suits his case and
adopt a policy of hush-hush about the others.
There is much inconsistency in his attitude.
It is not sufficient to say that unification is
n plank of the Labour Party's platform. If
that is to be accepted as a logical argument,
the whole of the platform should be reviewed,
not merely one particulair plank of it. This
.,late gave an emphatic decision on the seces-
sion ise and T respect that decision.

There is another aspect upon which I wish
to offer a fewv observations. All speakers
so far, and particularly the two members
sitting on my right, have gone out of their
way to use the fact that a war is raging in
order to bolster up a ease or at any rate show
no enthusiasm for the motion. Certain things
which could nlever be attempted and which
no politician would dare to attempt in nor-
nin times can be done under the guise of
war necessity. Though be would not dare to
do( those things in peace-time, he is able it,
war-tinie to play' upon the passions of the
people and picture the ghastly things that
might occur as a result of the war. Having
frightened or intimidated the people and
played upon their passions, hie gets them into
a frame of mind when lie is able to do things
that he would not dare in time of peace.
Consequenitly I feel very sceptical about such
men.

These taxation proposals have been suc-
cessfully* attempted in other parts of the
British Empire. Perhaps members are un-
aware of that. The remarkable thing is that
just as it happened in Australia, so it hasp-
pened in another Dominion. This is the sec-
ond occasion.

Mr. McDonald: Has it been very success-
ful in Canada?

Mr. MARSHALL: The hon. member will
recall that when Mr. Spender was Comnion-
wealth Treasurer he put up a like proposal,
and at about that time a similar proposal
was put tip in Canada. Strange to relate,
in neither Dominion was it successful. In
Canada I think there were two provinces
that opposed it, but so much publicity was
given to the proposal that it fell through.
It was not proceeded with in Australia,
either.

Mr. McDonald: Was it not passed in
Canada ?

Mr. MARSHALL: Yes, but what I wish
to point out is that only recently in Canada
the self-samie thing was done as is being
p~roposed here. The States of Canada were
coerced into agreement. They were not
asked a second time; there was no confer-
ence; the power was taken by the central
authority. Two States--Ontario and Al-
berta, I believe-accepted under protest. Is
it not remarkable that the same thing should
happen on oplposite sides of the globe? It
indicates clearly to me that there is an un-
seen hand behind many of these happenings.
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We have been told by the Prime Minister
that this is a proposal to release manpower
for service in the army, and that it would
enable economies in expenditure to he
effected that would be valuable to the war
effort. I do not know what arrangements
exist in the other States for the collection
of taxation; 1 can only speak of Western
Australia. So far as this State is concerned,
the Prime Minister, under his proposals,
will not release one man for the arny. It
may be news to some members that the
Taxation Department here has long been
working overtime endeavouring to catch up
arrears. This being so, how can the Prime
Minister get further manpower from that
department? If the staff cannot keep pace
with the work by working normal hours,
there will be no manpower available from
the department, and this change of policy
'will probably necessitate the employment of
further labour. New procedure usually has
that effect, so as regards Western Australia
we can readily see that there is no chance of
Mr. Curtin's hopes of releasing manpower
materialising. So far from the Taxation De-
partment here providing more mnen for the
army, it will need more labour.

On the question of economy, both Corn-
monwealth and State taxes hiere are col-
lected by the one authority. Consequently
there can be no economy effected in this
State. I must look further than the Prime
Minister's statement for the reason for the
imposition of these proposals. I think there
is something more behind them. I am be-
ginning to think that what is really behind
them is what has been told us by the mem-
ber for East Perth. Consider the lag of in-
dustrial development in Western AustraliaI
W~e know the reason for it. Every member
is well aware that 'when private enterprise
sets out to establish an industry in Western
Australia, it is a very doubtful venture. The
individual concerned invariably finds him-
self in hot competition with Eastern States
investors. We have suffered from this for
years.

We know that private enterprise has made
many attempts to establish industries here,
but without success. Consequently I believe
that behind these taxation proposals is a
desire further to centralise the industrial
life of Australia. For some years the State
Government has been very active in endear-
ouring to get industries of importance estab-
lished here. The Government has grone out

of its way to encourage individuals to estab-
lish themselves in industry. Out of our
taxation we have contributed large sums of
money to support the establishment of local
enterprises. If that support can be con-
tinued, if we can keep inducing private en-
terprise, by granting State aid, to estab-
lish industries here, I believe that ulti-
mately we shall defeat the competition
that comes from the Eastern States.
But if this proposal is adopted I venture
t o say4 there will be no allowances for sub-
sidisig p~rivate enterprise ini Western Aus-
Iralia. Further, I venture to siuggest that
-we shall not get one pound to help to defeat
Eastern States competition or to deprive
that competition of Western Australian
markets. I visualise complete centralisat ion
in accordance with the ideas underlying the
proposal. That, practically, is the motive
behind the proposal, more than the desire
for further manpower for the army, or for
(ecoilomiies.

Again, the puiblic is not the big fool that
,'ome politicians believe it to be. It is trite
that the Australian public is most trusting
and that it will continue to carry burdens
for quite a long time, not because it con-
sists of tools but because it is patriotic and
loyal as well as trusting. However, a time
conies when the public realises that it has
been deceived aind cheated. In Western Aus-
tralia that time has actuially arrived. It is
not an uncommon feature Of our everyday
life nowadays to hear people pmass such re-
marks as "i cannot unders~tand the Federal
Government; they want men for the army
and are closing down vital industries in
Western Australia, and side by side with
that they' are creating a multiplicity of
boards." If the boards created were the
only' power involved, the position might not
be so bad. But once a board is created,
it gathers around itself an army of officials
to carry out the duties of the board.

If an illustration is required, let us look
at the Liquid Fuel Board. 'Many people
believe that board to be none other than the
Transport Board, because on the surface it

sesthat the Transport Board does the
Work. T invite any member who has not
yet visited the office of the Liquid Fuel
Board to go and have a look at the amnount
of labour absorbed there, though not ue
lessly nor unwarrantably from this aspect,
that all the employees of the board are busy
enough. But an enormnous quantity of lab-_
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ontr is absorbed by alt these boards, and
the public is rapidly waking up to that fea-
ture. At the same time the public is told,
"Every shilling you have must be put into
war savings certificate atid thus help to
win the wvar." Nevertheless we have these
hoards, created, with chairmen on salaries of
£:1,500) a year and expenses allowances of
30~s. per day. The Federal Government is
beginning to show consciousness of the fact
that the public is waking up to the position
regarding these boards.

Let mne add that many chairmen of boards
glet far more than £1,500 a year and 30s.
per day.) expenses. The public is beginning
to Jiib because of Federal Government ex-
travagance in connection with the war ef-
fort, and the public will not be fooled all
the time. I want the Commonwealth Gov-
ernatent to give far more cogent proof of
its desire to secure all possible support for
the war effort and to set a much better
example of economy. There should he far
stricter economy in the expenditure of
moneys derived from war -savings certifi-
cates and of loan moneys. When that posi-
tion has been achieved, the Federal Govern-
inent many he able to convince the public
that snch a proposal as this is warranted.

T regret that the Premier worded his
motion as he did, making reference to
4(itniform taxation." The proposal is not
for unifornm taxation. I do not know that
uniform taxation has ever been suggested
in eon nection with the proposal. I argue
that what we have from the CoinmnonwrvalItlt
is not a suggestioni to bring about a uniform
tax.

.%r. Doney; The report says it is.
MrIt. MARSHRALL: Yes, but the hon.

mnember interjecting cannot have looked at
the names of the persons who drew uip the
report.

M1r. Doneyv: Yes, I have.
Mr. MARSHALL: If he has, lie should

be more particular about accepting 'that
statement. The proposal is not for uni-
fication either. If it is an endeavour to im-
pose unification, the Commonwealth 'Gov-
ernment should be frank about the matter.
I would be prepared to accept that Govern-
mnent's denial, but there has beent no denial
from it. I believe the Federal Gov-ernment
to be sincere in its promise to restore the
powers in question 12 months after the war
is over. Nevertheless, I deelare that the
proposal is confiscatory, insofar as it repre-

seats confiscation of the sovereigni rights
of the State, as suggested by the mem-
her for Nedlands (Hon. N. Keenan).
It is confiscation without reference to the
Parliamentary represzentatives of the people
or Western Australia. I say quite openly
that this is a move to centralise authorit-y
andlf to concentrate the industrial and co-
notnie life of this country as a mnethod that
has been attempted along the line of inter-
nationalismn for yeats past.

Strange to say, Labour Oovernmnents as
well as anti-Labour Governments have failed
to observe that fact. We are even told that
this is part of the Labour Party's platform,
It is nothing of the kind. It comes, from the
same source as that from which the unifica-
tion proposal, "-Union now," proceeds-the
unseen hand. The more centralised authority
is, the easier control becomes to it. I am
afraid Labour Governments are unaware of
the fact that they are proposing to put into
effect a policy which will ruin democracy in
Australia-destroy it entirely-because that
premise is the essence of dictatorship. Dic-
tators ride into power on it. It seems as if
sonic figures in the Federal arena are be-
ginning to believe that they are set up in
authority by some divine power. They seem
to regard their present objective as the great
uoie for Western Australia. Iii the course
of time, however, it will bring ruination, if
not entire desolation, to this happy land of
ours. Therefore I agree with the Premier.

It is no use at all for the Federal Govern-
ment to put forward the argument that all
this is necessary for the financing of the
war. Had I known that I was to address
this Chamber today, I would have had in
my possession some of the writings of the
present Prints Minister of Australia, which
contain his definitely expressed opinions on.
war finance and on finance generally. If
the Prime Minister sayis that the present
proposal is essential as a war contribution,
he stands condemned by his own writing,
because he cannot be right in both eases. He
must be wrong in one. He has mtade it clear
that while this nation has men and materials-
to work on and has the Commonwealth Bank
to make available the necessary funds there
need be .no retarding of a vigorous war
effort. Well, the Prime Minister hans got
the lot.

'Ken and materials should be the only limit
to the Commonwealth Bank making avail-
able to the Treasurer any sumn of money he
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requires. That, and that only, should be our
limit. When wre have every person and
every robot doing their utmost to make the
munitions required for war, then we shall
have achieved the limit. Money should never
come into the picture. No one has been more
eloquent, or has written more brilliantly,
than our present Prime 'Minister on that
very subject. I am proud to say' I have
many of his writings in myi room. The
Prime Minister of the Commonwealth can-
not argue that this proposal is necessary as
a contribution to the war effort. It is the
hand of international finance desirous of
closing down democracy, and shutting up
State Parliamients, and then doing as it likes
with the industrial and econic life of the
country. Unfortunately we find brilliant
men doing the work- of those indiv iduals,
though for what reason I cannot say. One
would have to be a member of the Federal
House to drag, out of somne of them the rea-
son for their inconsistencies. As a member
of this Chamber I am not able to do that.

I issue a warning to the people of West-
ern Australia in regard to this proposal.
Although this is not the very worst that
could happen I want them to be mindful
of the fact that astute politicians, lprofes-
sionial poiicas rarely display accuracy
when seeking emlorseiet of their pro-
posals As a mnatter of fact, if one rollow~s
themreords of most professional politicians,
one will flild that almos3t invarial)Iv when a
IwprOsal2 of imiportance to thein is being sub-
mitted, it is glossed over or concealed in a
cloa k of deception. Ti me hans proved, tha t, as
time always will. And if the people of West-
ernm Australia inaine-havinz regard to the
present monetary policy in) respect of this
war-that they are going to he relieved of
taxation for an 'y lengthy period, they are
duie for a very rude and sad awakening.

We had an example of what happens,
when Nippon camie into the war. The ad-
vent of Japan into the conflict gave the Fed-
eral Government n opportunity. People
were frenzied. They were frightened and
intimidated. Japan was approaching us and
ungrudgingly people took what was handed
out to them. It was not necessary, hut they
took it. Here we have a proposal to cen-
tralise power and people are baited with
the promise that they will not have to pay
sto much taxation. If they fall for that they
will suffer as acutely as they have ever suf-
ferer] fromn taxation, for at thle very first

opportunity taxation will be imposed on a
heavier scale. We nced no better example
thanit is afforded uts in the events of 1931.

In 1929 Australia produced more wealth
than ever before. It was never richer than
then in real wealth-that is, in men and
materials, goods and services. In 1931 the
representatives of the international bankers
-I refer to Sir Otto Niemeyer and a Jewish
(l'ernaan named Professor Gregory-said
that a financial crisis had occurred. Al-
though we were producing more wealth
than we had produced before or are likely
to produce until there is a change in our
itionIetary policy, we found a Labour Goy-
eninluelit ready to slash into wages and in-
valid and old-aqge pensions. I warn people

autthis, and I am very sincere about it,
bePcaus-e I amn confident that if this pro-
posal g-oes through and if the people of
Western Australia agree to it, they w 'ill
have somie justification for withdrawing
their consent in the very near future.

Western Australia has never been treated
as a State of importance in this Common-
wealth. You, Mr. Speaker, as one who has
lived and laboured in the miore isolated por-
tions of this State and we who have done
likewise, realise that when people are re-
moved from the seat of government and are
outnumbered, and are isolated or segre-
gated from the main body of people, the
worse the deal and the less the consideration
they rece-ive fromt the Government of the
day. They are not numerically strong
enioughl to impose their wishes upon the
Government. That, too, has bean the ex-
perience of this State in relation to the
Federal arena. We are too far -removed
fronm that seat of Government and there-
fore ire need not expect very much from
it.

I venture to suggest that before ver
ninny years have passed Western Australia
will he a mere skeleton of what it was a
few years ago. I can see the writing on the
wall. iduti.ries will be centralised as the
member for West Perth wants them to be.
Economic life 'will be centralised and auth-
orit ' will be centralised, and gradually but
surlely we will be swallowed up by the
Eastern States' monopolies and combines,
We will be hewers of wood And drawers of
water. "We will row only the quantity of
wheat the Eastern States desire us to grow
and will produce only that quantity of
wool that they desire us to prodnce. Oar
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hope of establishing- secoiidary industries
will he remote. I do not look to
the future with very much hope un-
less there is a big change, and I do not
think this proposal has any other purpose
than to deny us still further the right to con-
trol our own affairs in our own way because
we are making far too much industrial pro-
gress and we must be stopped. There is
far too much criticism here and that must
lie stopped.

This proposal is a step in the direction
of silencing its in this Parliament and pre-
venting us from developing our- own re-
sources. That is the proposal in essence.
It is not a proposal to bring about uniform
taxation. No one can say what it would
bring about so far ats taxation is concerned.
Who would venture an opinion as to what
will be done by the Federal Government?
Nobody can make any forecast as to
whether taxation will be uniform or other-
wise, but we do know without doubt from
history and experience that it will be mighty
severe. At the very first opportunity, at
the first crisis, taxation will be increased to
the limit on all sections of the community,
poor and rich alike, because that is the
gr-eat objective of the unseen hand.

I regret vety much that any Common-
wealth (lovernmnit should have fallen for
it. If this Premier of ours had co-operated
with the Premiers of the other States to
force the Federal Government out of the
income taxation field, it would have been
logical, and the right and proper thing to
do. For under our Constitution, State
Tt-easurers or Premiers have no control over
issues of credit or money. That is the sole
prerogative of the Commonwealth Govern-
ient, which can do that as it wishes. Our
only chance of existence as a democratic
institution-if one can call the right to tax
a person democratic-lies in our right to
impose taxation. These people have an-
other avenue to which they can go and it is
limited only by the quantity of material
and the number of men in the Common-
wealth. They can get any sum of money.

It is Altogether illogical, therefore, for
them to he crushing the States out of the
field of taxation, which is their only source
of revenue, when they have the alternative
of using their own powers, under the Con-
stitution and using the Commonwealth
Bank-may I suggest to the member for

WVest Perth-in strict accord with the
Labour Party's platform. Let me say this
for him; he agreed. It is the first time he
has confessed it here to my knowledge and
I congratulate him. It is high time that
policy, so far as banking is concerned, was
in the hands of the supreme government of
the Commonwealth; and, when I say policy,
I do not mean banking technique or
methods. I mean policy only as set down
by the Rankiin Commission which rightly
said [lhat is where the power should re-
pose, namely, in the government of the
nation. I congratulate the member for
WVest pert[,. Though I did not agree with
hinm when I started, I finish up in strict ac-
cord with Ii m.

I Amt not too particular about anyone
calling me disloyal, and telling me that I
amt doing something that is retarding the war
effort. People can say that if they like. I
remember the last war. I have not a very
short memory; it is fairly retentive. I re-
member all that was said about us and how
true it proved when we had the platform
kicked from under uts. Time proved us
right. Those who fought in the defence of
their country walked that country in search
of food, clothing and shelter. I ant not too
c-oncerned whether peop~le say I Amn disloyal
because I do not agree with thiese proposals.
One great writer said that patriotism was
the last refuge of a scoundrel; that when he
could hide behind nothing else, he took to
))atriotisn.

All I can say is that I am just as anxious
ais anyone in this State that "we should win
the war in order to hold the institutions so
cherished by the British Empire. If the
leaders of the British Empire are sincere
there will be no doubt of the outcome, but
we have to get some indications of their sin-
erity. Proposals like this are the very re-
verse, for I will never agree that we should
tax people into a state of poverty in a coun-
try, that can produce plenty- . Not one of
our leaders in any part of the Empire has
endeavoured to lend us along a correct and
more tip-to-date system of financing the
w"ar. I love my country as dearly as does
anybody' else and am prepared to do a4 much
ais Anyone in its defence. Most Anxiously I
desire a military victor-, but I hope that
military victory will not be achieved] at the
cost of high taxation And ultimate slavery
to another enemy within the Empire.
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Mr. Hughes: You do not want an economic
defeat, do you?

Mr. MARSHALL: I hope that does not
happen. Institutions within the British Em-
pire are well worth any sacrifice. The free-
(loin and the right of the individual are para-
imount in my opinion but, if we are going to
'be abject slaves by virtue of oppressive taxa-
tion when the war is finished our military
victory to preserve our institutions will have
been in vain. That is what I am worried
about. These are all the reworks I have to
make, and I hope I have niot offended any-
one. I admit that sometimes I anm carried
away by my sentiments and may give offence
in the heat of argiunlent, bnt I can assure
the House that when I realise what has hap-
pened, T am more hurt than anyone else. I
support the motion.

HON. W. D. JOHNSON ((inildford-Mlid-
land) (5.16]: .;hall not deal with the sub-
ject matter of the motion, which, I submit,"
is very badly worded. I would not like this
Parliament to pass it in its present form.
For instance, reference is made to the fact
that the deeision of the Federal Govern-
inent regarding uniform taxation would ef-
feet "a fundamental chkang e ill thle Con-titil-
tion of Austraklia." As the member for
Nedlands (Hon. N. Keaenan) pointed out, it
dloes. not make anyv change whatever in the
Constitution of Australia. 1 in afraid that
if tho motion is carried in its present formi
anl argument will arise based onl its word-
ing, and critics will direct their attention
to that pihase rather than to the subject-
mustter of the motion itself.

Then again it sets, out that time proposals
would "deprive the States of their constitu-
tional. power to levy income tax anti thu-i
seriously inipair the exercise of funetions,
entrusted to them unader thle Constitntiozi."

Why go any further-? It will impair all the
functions entrusted to thle States under thme
Constitution. Why add the words "for the
welfare of the pletOI" The member for-
Mfurchison (Mr% Mfarshall) dealt with
secondary imulustrie-; and other maters, amid
that, of course, has a bearing on time wel-
fare of the people. If we inclnde deliher-
atWY the words "for the welfare of the
people," we might convey the impression
that we have, in mind only social considera-
tions that are specially provided for the
wct fare( of the people.

Thre Premier: Is not the promotion of in-
dustrial development for the welfare of the
people'?

Hon. IV. D. JOHNSON: Yes, but the
trouble is that the inclusioni of the words
"for thle welfare of thre people" limits, and
does niot expand, our protest. Therefore I
do not like to see them included. The third
sentence of the motion is to my mind
positively worse in its construction inas-
niu-h as thle Federal Government's proposal
does niot make a fundamental change in the
Constitution of Australia, but only iii
respect of the financial relationship between
thle Commonwealth and the States, which
change is fundamental. I suggest that we
amend the motion by striking out the
words "for the welfare of the people"
and strike out the third sentence with a
view to inserting other words that I shall
suggest. Then the last sentence will link
up in proper sequence. I trust umemnbers
will niot agree to the motion in a form that
will leave it open to criticism, more par-
tienlarly seeingy that the memiber for 'Ned.
lands, who is recognised as a special author-
it , in this connection, has drawn attention
to the position.

I shall niot deal with the subject-matter
of the motion. I hold views slightl y differ-
ent from those of soine other nmemubers. To
ant extent I differ from the opinion held by,
the Premier who indicated that he was op-
posed to the principle involved but did not
intend adversely to criticise the details. I
view the matter from a totally different angle.
I adversely view the details but do not gener-
ally oppose the principle. I think it is defi-
nitely wrong as explained to us in the Press
statement by the Prime Minister and in the
comprehensive statements by the Premier
after his return from the conference in
Melbourne. The Federal Oovernment's pro-
posal., are, in my opinion, economnically
wrToug from the State point of view, and I1
am opposed to them. I am prepared to go
to the extent of admittinz that the change
regarding the financial relationship between
the Commonwealth and thle States is funda-
miemital, and that such a drastic change
should niot take place without the people be-
ing- consulted by means of the referendam.
In order to place the motion in a proper
form, I move An amendment-

That in lines 7 and 8 the words "for the
welfare of the people'' he struck out.

Amendment put and negatived.
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Rion. W. D. JOHNSON: I move an
amendment-

That in lines 8 to 12 the words "they
would effect a fundamental clings in the
Constitution of Australia in an undemocratic
manner without reference to the people an&
would violate the rights of the State and the
peopie'' be struck out, and the words :- 'Tt is
declared further that such a fundamental
change in the financial relationship of the Corn-
.nonwealtli and the States should not be en-
dorsed until the people of Australia have been
consulted by means of a referendum made
available under the Federal Constitution'' in-
serted in lieu.

Amendment put and a division taken with
the following resut:-

Ayes -

Noes .. - -

Majority against

Mrs. Cardell-O1irei
Mr. Johasn
Mr. Been.n
ASr, Marsball
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Mciarty
Mr. North

Mr. Boyle
Mr. Coverlet
Mr. Gross
Mr. noney
Mr. Fox
Mr. Hawite
Mr. W. Hleaney
Mr. Hill
Mr. Latbam,
Mr. Leally
Mr. Mann
Atr. Millhington
Mr. Needhamn

Amendment

ATE".
Mr.
Mr.
M r.
Mr.
Mt
Mr

Noe.
Mr
Mr.
Aidr.
Air.
Mr.
Mr.
M4r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
M r.
Mir.

thus negatived.

* .- 13

- -26

- -- 13

Raphael
Sbearo
J. H. S3m1th
Watts
Willman:
Hughey

Nulsa
Paulton
Itodoredi
Samps~on
Seward
F. C. L Snlltb
Triat
War-ner
Willlock
Wilson
Wise
With ers
.1. Heaney

(Tels,.)

On motion by Mfr. Watts, debate ad-
journed.

MOTION-GOLDMJNING INDUSTRY.

As to Review; of Manposver Position.

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of
the sitting on the following motion by the
Minister for Mines:-

Ia view of thle vital importance of the gold-
mining industry to Western Australia and the
decision of the Federal Government as an-
niouneed by Mr. Dedman, the Minister for
War Organisation of Industry in the Com-,monwealth Parliament and as published in the
''West Australian"' of Friday the 8th May,
1042, ''That there cannot be any protetion
given to the goldiuining industry from the call-
up for military service of men directly or in-
directly engaged in the industry"'-this House
emphatically protests against the manpower

proposals in connection with golimining, which
will constitute a disastrous interference with
the major industry of Western Australia.

While fully recognising the vital needs of
the war situation, we demand that the luau-
power provision be reviewed and( that a rea-
sonable amount of l.abour be conserved to this
most important industry, so that it may be
maintained.

MR. McDONALD (West Perth) [5.27]:
In extending my approval to the motion
moved by the Ministe- foi- Mines, I desire
to make a few references to the subject-
matter under discussion. When speaking to
the previous motion, the Premier made settle
observations that seemed to indicate a rather
uncanny knowledge of the law. I refer par-
ticularly to his references to the Privy Coun-
cii. His remarks made me feel rather as
though this Chamber was in the position of
the Privy Council in dealing with the ease
-Panton (plaintiff), versus Dedinan (de-
fendant). We have heard the argument by
the plaintiff but the defendant Dedman has
not appeared, and we do not know what he
has to say.

Hon. C. G. Latham: We can go onl ex
parte statements.

Mr. McDONALD: It is always awkward
to proeceed on ex parte statements. The
plaintiff has quoted a Canadian authority
which, fortunately, he did not endorse on
behalf of Australia because it seems to be
a complete case for special pleading. For
instance, it sets out that any person who
proposes the cessation of goldinining must
possess at subnormal intellect and be doubt-
fully salne. Thus if we follow that conitenl-
tion it miust be that Mr. Dedinan is of sub-
normal intellect and is doubtfully sane be-
cause he hall suggested that there shall be
practically at cessation of goldmniuing. I1 think
mlemnbers will app~reciate the difficulty, which
i the main difficulty of this proposition, is
that they have not been informed what are
the reasons that actuate the Federal Govern-
ment in this very important and fundamen-
tal decision affecting the State of Austra-
lia. It is a gr-ave fault on the part of the
Federal Government that it has not acceded
to the request of this State's Premier that
the Prime Minister should make anl auth-
oritative statement on this question, telling
the Western Australian people the reasons
why the Federal Government proposes to
take this drastic step interfering so greatly
with our economy, and indeed our solvency
and also our future.
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If this motion is carried-als I have no
doubt it will be-and there are reasons why
the Federal Glovernment should pursue the
policy it has Announced, then the blame lies
entirely on the Federal Government because
it has neither the sense of responsibility not'
the sense of courtesy to inform the People
of this State and its Government what are
the reasons actuating, the Federal Govern-
inent in its decision. I am prepared to be-
lieve that the Federal Government has some
reasons. I eam not prepared to accept the
dictum of the Canadian journal. I am pre-
pared to believe that there are reasons under-
lying the Federal Govertnmenit's policy. I
only regret that that Government has tiot
toldl us adequately what the reasons are. If
it would do so, I woLuld be prepared to re-
vise my present opinion onl the matter.

'kr. F. C. L. Smith :I dot not think the
Federal Government is able to state what
the reasons are.

lir. McDONALD: Then why not tell us
that it is unable to inform us of the rea-
sons,? I would he satisfied even with that.
If the Federal Government has interational
communications of a secret nature such as
cannot be told to this Parliament, then let
the Federal Government say so. We mighlt
then trust it and assume that its proposed
p)olicy is a policy of absolute necessity. I
ag.ree with the 'Minister for Mfines when he
says that it seems as if the manpower of
Australia has not received sufficient inves-
tigation, and that the gold industry of this
State has not had a thorough investigation
to determine whether it is necessary that this-
industry beyond other industries should be
singled] out for what may Almount to de-
struetion. If this protest will lead to either
6f those twvo things-firstly, a statement, if
it rflil he made, of the reasons for this policy
regarding, our gold industry, and secondly,a
statement whether the carrying of this
motion will lead to anl examination of the
manpower position and to an assurance that
all other avenues of manpower are being
equally explored-then the motion will have
done good for the future of the State.

I want it to he clearly understood that if
the Federal Government can show me-and
I am sure that is the view of all other mem-
hers and also of everyone etigaged in the
gold industry-that the safety of Australia
requires that this industry, or any other in-
dustry, should he invaded in the way now
proposed, then I agree, and I thinkc every-

body will agree, that compared with the
safety of the country no other consideration
at present is worthy to be weighed against
thle primlary consideration of out national
survival. With those observations I am pre-
pared to support the mo~tion.

Persoal Explanat ion.
The MINISTER FQR MINES: In eN-

planation may I say that wheni moving
ins v otion T stated that 1. lad beven
informed by a Mr. Newman 1int flii
call-up of mnen frotn the mnining industry
had been postponed. I am now informed by
Mr. Stagg that that wvas a misunderstand-
ing, that the information is not correct,
and that the call-up will continue.

Onl motion by MAr. Triat, debate adjourned.

House ad.jou rued at 5.35 p.m.

leoielative CL011lc0I.
lVedunesdir, 1~31h May,, 1912.

Motions: National SeCurity Act, ato Closing hours of
shops ..... ..I

Col1 nlug Industry(20), as to man-power lproposals
As to review of manpower posttion

Untrorni tax proposal, as to submission to
State Parlianent

Personal explanatton: R~on. 6. F. has'ter arnd late
shopping houIrs
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The PRESIDENT took 11we Chair at 11
nanl., and reaid prayers.

MOTION-NATIONAL SECURITY ACT.
As to Closing Hours of Shops.

RON. c. F. BAXTER (East) [1-1.5]: 1
move-

That this House urges tile Government to
proceed fortlhwith to have Clause 3 of the
Closing Time for Shops Order, mde under
the National Security Act, 1939-1040, as pub-
lishied in the "Gfovernment Gazette'' on the
24th April, 1942, so amended as to operate
only in that portion of the State as is comn-
prised in the definition of "Metropolitan
Area,'' set out in the Hotels, Licensed Pre-
mises, and Registered Clubs (Closing Time)
Order, made under the National Security
(Supplementary) Regulations published in
the ''Govertnment Gaz7ette'' of the 18th
Mar-ChL, 1942,


